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I. INTRODUCTION
The stereotypical image of an attorney has changed in recent years. No
longer is litigation the primary practice for a majority of lawyers. The
grandiose image of two well-dressed attorneys, advocating for their re-
spective clients in a lavish courtroom with a black-robed judge and a
panel of jurors is no more. In fact, many attorneys have switched gears
and moved on to transactional and other fields of law-fields that require
less litigation to resolve disputes. Many law firms have hired more trans-
actional attorneys to handle the bulk of their business, while maintaining
a smaller litigation department for the actual disputes that must go to
trial. Even then, most cases are now settling outside of the courtroom,
thanks to the development of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR).'
In fact, because of the advancement of ADR, many attorneys are sub-
ject not only to participating in their representative capacities while set-
tling cases during ADR proceedings, but many are also electing to
become ADR practitioners. ADR practitioners not only specialize in
1. See Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Reso-
lution Movement is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN. S-r. L. REv. 165, 166-67
(2003) (detailing the history of ADR and its development and incorporation into the legal
system); Patrick E. Higginbotham, Essay, So Why Do We Call Them Trial Courts?, 55
SMU L. REv. 1405 (2002) (giving a detailed analysis regarding the steady decline of tried
cases yet the increased number of filings). Judge Higginbotham concluded that the advent
of ADR has increased the amount of filings in the federal courts, but has likely been done
in response to avoid the costly litigation expenses. Patrick E. Higginbotham, Essay, So
Why Do We Call Them Trial Courts?, 55 SMU L. REv. 1405, 1415-18 (2002).
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representing parties during negotiations, mediations, arbitrations, and the
other ADR proceedings,2 but also in becoming arbitrators, mediators,'
and private judges.' Some of these practitioners are actually setting up
their own firms, focusing solely on the practice of ADR. Either as a part
of a "traditional" firm, ADR firm, or in solo practice, ADR practitioners
provide these third-party neutral services as a part of their everyday legal
practice.
The mediator, as a third-party neutral, is an impartial person who
makes the mediation process work. There is no explicit qualification or
requirement in Texas that a mediator be licensed.' In fact, the only ex-
plicit requirement for a mediator in Texas is in the context of court-an-
nexed mediation where a forty-hour training course from a recognized
ADR system or organization is necessary, but not a law degree.6 The sole
focus of this Article is to analyze the licensed attorneys who are engaging
in these ADR practices,' namely those providing mediator services. The
term "mediator," for the purposes of this Article, is interchangeable with
an attorney-mediator serving as a neutral third party.
Attorneys providing mediation services are in the legal business to
make a profit. These attorney-mediators market themselves aggressively,
based on their individual skill sets.' Perhaps one of the greatest practical
skills any attorney can have is to be bilingual. This skill allows the attor-
ney to communicate with a broader array of clients, especially those who
have trouble overcoming the English language barrier between them-
selves and the American society along with its corresponding legal
system.
2. TEX. CIv. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. §§ 154.021 (West Supp. 2010),
§§ 154.022-.027 (West 2005) (outlining the different ADR proceedings recognized in Texas
under the Texas Alternative Dispute Resolution Act).
3. See Ann L. Milne et al., The Evolution of Divorce and Family Mediation: An Over-
view, in DIVORCE AND FAMILY MEDIATION 3, 9, 12 (Jay Folberg et al. eds., 2004).
4. See id. at 21-22.
5. See TEx. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CoDE ANN. § 154.052(a) (West 2005); see also L.
Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 ST. MARY's L.J. 325, 338-39 (2006) (de-
tailing the qualification requirements of a mediator). The problem with non-lawyer
mediators serving as the third-party neutral is whether they are engaging in the unautho-
rized practice of law. L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 ST. MARY's L.J.
325, 338-39 (2006). It is important to note that there is an inherent tension with lawyers
serving as mediators, mainly being subject to the ethical constraints of the legal profession.
Id.
6. See Trx. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.052(a) (West 2005).
7. See MODEL RutEs OF PROI't CONoucr R. 2.4 cmt. 2 (2009).
8. Joseph P. McMahon, Moving Mediation Back Towards Its Historic Roots-Sug-
gested Changes, 37-JUN COLO. LAw. 23, 24-26 (2008) (describing the indicators of ADR
commoditization and its effects of commoditized mediation).
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There are two ways to communicate utilizing language: the written
word and the spoken word. Before proceeding, it is important to note the
distinction between "interpretation" and "translation." 9 The terms are
consistently used interchangeably outside of inter-language fields of
study, but they in fact carry very different meanings, techniques, and ap-
proaches. Interpretation is the "unrehearsed transmitting of a spoken or
signed message from one language to another," while translation is "con-
verting a written text from one language into written text in another lan-
guage."'o Therefore, when facing two different languages, interpretation
assumes the intermediary role for the spoken word, and translation does
the same for the written word. Translation, although a similarly critical
aspect of language communication, is outside of the scope of this Article.
Prior to the Court Interpreters Act of 1978, the only manner of ob-
taining adequate representation to circumvent the language barrier was
to hire a bilingual attorney, aside from relying upon privately paid inter-
preters with uncertain credentials." This still holds true today, especially
with the vast expenses incurred in modern litigation. Non-English-speak-
ing litigants can save money by hiring a bilingual attorney to explain the
legal ramifications of their cases and rights in their native language. The
same practice holds true in hiring attorney-mediators. The mediator's job
is to facilitate communication between two parties in hopes of achieving a
settlement, and an interpreter's goal is to facilitate communication be-
tween the two parties in two different languages.
But what would happen if a bilingual attorney marketed herself to
serve both the roles of an interpreter and a mediator in a dual capacity?
The bilingual attorney-mediator will profit, essentially killing two birds
with one stone. The bilingual mediator's responsibility would entail two
distinct, dual roles: one as the mediator and the other as an interpreter.
At first glance, it seems each role can be loosely superimposed upon one
another. Both the interpreter and mediator roles provide assistance in
facilitating communication-one for language and one for disputes be-
tween adversarial parties. The dispute in a case requiring a bilingual me-
9. Angela McCaffrey, Don't Get Lost in Translation: Teaching Law Students to Work
with Language Interpreters, 6 CINICAL L. Ruv. 347, 349-50 (2000) (differentiating be-
tween interpretation and translation, commonly misconstrued terms).
10. Id. at 349-50 nn.3-4.
11. Bill Piatt, Attorney as Interpreter: A Return to Babble, 20 N.M. L. Riav. 1, 4 n.25
(1990) (mentioning state legislative and constitutional provisions for interpreters). This
includes other related state legislation and case law that provides interpreters for non-
English speaking individuals. The various states have different legislation and provisions,
but mainly the protection is for testifying witnesses as well as criminal defendants. Gener-
ally the protection is not advanced for civil litigants, although there are some states argua-
bly providing for interpreters statutorily. See TEx. Gov'r CODE ANN. §§ 57.001-.002
(West 2005).
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diator is in two languages, making the responsibility increase two-fold:
facilitating communication between adversarial parties and interpreting
that communication for the benefit of the client.
There are a several ethical issues that arise when serving as both the
interpreter and mediator, especially in the context of neutrality and confi-
dentiality. Those ethical issues are the focus of this Article. The main
discussion will revolve around the ethical duties and rules each role has
when a bilingual mediator serves as both a mediator and an interpreter.
The role of the attorney-mediator is controlled by relevant state rules of
conduct, promulgated by state supreme courts, which typically reflect the
language of the American Bar Association's (ABA) Model Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct (MPRC).12 The interpreter's role is controlled by vari-
ous organizations that promulgate their own codes of interpreter ethics
for different settings, as well as state and federal licensing boards, and
general ethical standards well-known in the field."
Part II of this Article gives a brief overview regarding ADR and medi-
ation (focusing on Texas law), interpretation, language and communica-
tion, a brief history concerning the constitutional right to an interpreter in
criminal proceedings and the statutory right in civil proceedings, and a
discussion of the evolving field of family law mediation. The ethics of two
distinct roles-an attorney-mediator and an interpreter-and their corre-
sponding authorities will be discussed in Part III. Part IV provides a
thorough analysis of the inherent issues with the dual-role: the ethical
issues, its inefficiency, and "interpreter fatigue," to demonstrate why a
mediation session with a dual-role mediator should not be done. Finally,
Part V concludes with a solution as to what should be done in the context
of mediation with parties speaking different languages and which individ-
uals must be present and in what capacity. Additionally, changes the leg-
islature can make to protect non-English-speaking litigants by expanding
the statutes and regulations to expressly prohibit dual-roles in mediation
will be discussed, as well as potentially using a co-mediator model as an
alterative.
12. MODEL Ruuis oF PROF'L CONDUCr pmbl. 3, 20, R. 1.12, R. 2.4 (2009).
13. These organizations include: the Federal Court Interpreter Program, Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf, American Disabilities Act Mediation Guidelines, the National
Council on Interpreting in Health Care, National Association of Judiciary Interpreters and
Translators, etc.
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II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A. History of Alternative Dispute Resolution
Modern ADR arose from the "community justice movement" in the
1960s and 1970s." Members of the community justice movement felt for-
mal legal institutions imposed strict rules that overburdened and con-
trolled them-this grassroots initiative sought to take the power back
from the elite." Small groups set up "[c]ommunity justice centers
funded variously by the federal and local governments and national and
local foundations that were seeking remedies for social violence."' 6 The
local courts began to take notice and started sending minor disputes to
the local community centers for resolution.'7
The community justice movement was not alone in implementing ADR
within its ranks; the court system had its own ADR movement, as well.18
Courts and the new "court management" revolution were the initial moti-
vation for attempting to settle disputes outside of the courtroom litiga-
tion." The inspiration behind ADR in the court system was various
speeches delivered at the 1976 Roscoe Pound Conference, where high-
ranking members of the judiciary and scholars gathered to discuss their
dissatisfaction with the court system. 0 The keynote address was deliv-
ered by Chief Justice Burger, in which he called for court reform in prep-
aration of the fast-approaching year 2000.21 Harvard Professor Frank
14. Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion Movement is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN. ST. L. RE-v. 165, 170 (2003).
15. Id.
16. Id.
17. Id. at 172 (discussing local courts' attempt to alleviate their workload through re-
ferrals to local community centers).
18. See id. at 174-75 (explaining that people wanted "a more business-like approach
to utilizing public resources, including judge time").
19. Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion Is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN S-r. L. Riy. 165, 174 (2003).
20. See JEROME T. BARRET1- WITH! JOSEPH1 P. BARREr1-r, A HisTrORY OF AI FERNATI VE
DISPUTE REso unON: TiHE STORY OF A POLIrrCAL, CULTURAL, AND SoCIAL MOVEMENT
182-83 (2004) (stating that more organizations started to encourage ADR in the 1970s
after its demonstrated use in labor disputes and civil rights). Members of the legal commu-
nity explored Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which seeks to expedite the
resolution of a case. Id. at 182. Specifically, judges would introduce the option of ADR in
the pretrial conference. Id. Studies have shown that the vast majority of lawsuits come to
a resolution before a court's decision. Id.; see also Hon. Warren E. Burger, Agenda for
2000 A.D.-A Need for Systematic Anticipation, in 70 F.R.D. 79, 83-95 (1976) (remarking
on the possibilities of improvement, reform, and alternatives to the court system).
21. Hon. Warren E. Burger, Agenda for 2000 A.D.-A Need for Systematic Anticipa-
tion, in 70 F.R.D. 79, 83-95 (1976) (emphasizing the importance of the conference due to
the gathering of high-ranking leaders in the legal community coming together to analyze
the justice system).
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Sanford "argued against a 'one-size-fits-all' justice system, and in favor of
courts that would provide a variety of dispute resolution techniques to
citizens." 2 2 Professor Sanders' address to the conference "became the
impetus for a movement to create what he later called a 'multi-door
courthouse,' that would offer disputants different forms of dispute resolu-
tion from which to choose." 2 3 Judicial non-binding arbitration and settle-
ment conferences were the courts' first attempt at ADR, leading to the
coining of the term "alternative dispute resolution." 24
By the late 1980s, ADR was the wave of the future. Texas jumped on
the ADR bandwagon, passing the Texas ADR Act in 1987.25 The Act
was codified in Chapter 154 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies
Code and "served to jump-start the use of [ADR] in Texas." 26 The goal
established by the legislature was "to encourage the peaceable resolution
of disputes, with special consideration given to disputes involving the par-
ent-child relationship, including the mediation of issues involving conser-
vatorship, possession, and support of children, and the early settlement of
pending litigation through voluntary settlement procedures. "27
B. Mediation
Mediation is perhaps the most popular modern ADR procedure.2 8
Mediation is defined by the Texas ADR Act as "a forum in which an
impartial person . . . facilitates communication between parties to pro-
mote reconciliation, settlement, or understanding among them." 29 "The
mediator's job is to assist in the resolution of conflict, and so it is impor-
tant that she have an understanding of the many forms and functions of
conflict."o It is important to note that the mediator is not allowed to
adjudge the issues between the parties, but is only allowed to facilitate a
voluntary settlement between the disputing parties.3 1 As applied today,
22. Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion Is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN. Sr. L. REv. 165, 174-75 (2003).
23. Id. at 175.
24. See id. at 175-79 (2003).
25. Act of June 20,1987, 70th Leg., R.S., ch. 1121, § 1, 1987 Tex. Sess. Law Serv. 1121
(West) (current version at TEx. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. §§ 154.001-073 (West
2005)).
26. L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 Sir. MARY'S L.J. 325, 327
(2006); accord TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. §§ 154.001-073 (West 2005).
27. TEX. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.002 (West 2005).
28. See Hon. Thomas J. Moyer, Essay, ADR as an Alternative to Our Culture of Con-
frontation, 43 CLEV. S-c. L. REv. 13, 15 (1995).
29. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.023(a) (West 2005).
30. KIMBERLEE K. KOVACH, MEDIATiON: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 2 (3rd ed. 2004)
(footnotes omitted).
31. TEX. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.023(a)-(b) (West 2005).
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the Texas ADR statutes allow a court, "on its own motion or the motion
of a party, [to] refer a pending dispute for resolution by an alternative
dispute resolution procedure."3 2 One of those ADR procedures is "a
nonjudicial and informally conducted forum for the voluntary settlement
of citizens' disputes through the intervention of an impartial third
party"-another description for mediation.
There are several theories concerning a mediator's role in a media-
tion.34 On one end of the spectrum, there is pure facilitative mediation,
where the mediator "assumes that his principal mission is to clarify and to
enhance communication between the parties in order to help them decide
what to do."" On the other side is evaluative mediation, where the me-
diator "intend[s] to direct some or all of the outcomes of the media-
tion." 3 6 The evaluative mediator "assumes that the participants want and
need her to provide some guidance as to the appropriate grounds for set-
tlement . . . [, and] is qualified to give such guidance by virtue of her
training, experience, and objectivity."3 ' There is a debate between the
actual mediation styles used by most attorneys; although the statute says
the mediator should be facilitative, "evaluative mediation seems to
predominate as the method used by most mediators in Texas." 8 Accord-
32. Id. § 154.021.
33. Id. § 154. 021(a)(3).
34. See generally Leonard L. Riskin, Replacing the Mediator Orientation Grids, Again:
Proposing a 'New New Grid System,' 23 ALTERNATIVES To HIGH CosT LITIG. 127 (2005)
(revisiting and altering his own well-established conception of mediation approaches).
Professor Riskin initially popularized facilitative and evaluative mediation as the two pri-
mary schools of thought on mediation, but has since expanded to include three other types
of decision making: substantive, procedural, and meta-procedural. Id. at 128. Recently, he
has also attempted to re-coin evaluative mediation as directive mediation and facilitative
mediation with elicitive, but his old terms have remained in ADR academia. Id. at 127; see
also Leonard L. Riskin, Decisionmaking in Mediation: The New Old Grid and the New
New Grid System, 79 NOrRE DAME L. REv. 1 (2003) (discussing his previously established
mediation approaches or "grids" and proposing updated versions); Leonard L. Riskin, Re-
tiring and Replacing the Grid of Mediator Orientations, 21 ALTERNATIVES To HIGH COST
LIrG. 69 (2003) (assessing issues in earlier mediation system presented in 1994 and 1996
articles); Leonard L. Riskin, Understanding Mediators' Orientation, Strategies, and Tech-
niques: A Grid for the Perplexed, I HARv. NEGOT. L. RE~v. 7, 44-45 (1996) (summarizing
two main approaches for a mediator role).
35. Leonard L. Riskin, Understanding Mediators' Orientation, Strategies, and Tech-
niques: A Grid for the Perplexed, 1 HARV. NiEGor. L. REv. 7, 24 (1996) (clarifying the main
differences between an evaluative approach that utilizes directing behaviors and a facilita-
tive approach which focuses on communication or understanding).
36. Id. at 23-24.
37. Id. at 24.
38. L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 S-r. MARY's L.J. 325, 343
(2006). Professor Scott's analysis of mediation in Texas is a very thorough summary of the
current legal status of the practice as well as a broad overview for any individual involved
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ing to the statute, the mediator should facilitate communication, but com-
munication is not always just in English.
C. Different Languages Complicate Communication
Arguably, at the heart of the entire field of ADR is communication. 3 9
"[ADR] is a communication process,... the solving of legal problems is a
mere byproduct."40 The method of communication between the parties
can impact how they view the conflict and its corresponding dispute be-
tween them.41 Communication is essential to settling a dispute, especially
in mediation where the parties are trying to "talk out" their issues. 4 2 In-
herent in mediation are certain complex communication problems "such
as information sharing, trust, empowerment, problem solving, active lis-
tening, [and] refraining." 43
Language allows the individual to order experience and structure real-
ity, influencing his perception and thought process." "As a meaningful
system of symbols, culture thus fulfills a number of societal functions, one
of the most important being communication .... [It] is not only a way to
interact with others but also a necessary means to transmit culture, to
disseminate and refine it." 45 Communication is a major part of the medi-
in a mediation process. It is highly recommended reading for any practitioner planning to
engage or participate in mediation in Texas.
39. See KIMBIERLEE K. KoVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND) PRACIlCE 3 (3rd ed.
2004) (explaining the theory behind disputes and conflict, where communication is "an
integral part of conflict"). "The exchange of both verbal and nonverbal messages is the
most significant part of disputing." Id.
40. Id. at 51-52.
41. See id. at 3 (emphasizing the significance of communication in resolving disputes).
42. See id. at 51 (retelling that the consensus in the field is that "one of the most
important skills for a [successful] mediator is the ability to communicate"). The mediator
must be able to successfully communicate with the individual parties, but also to facilitate
communication between the mediation parties. Id.
43. Amy J. Cohen, Debating the Globalization of U.S. Mediation: Politics, Power, and
Practice in Nepal, 11 HARV. NEGior. L. REv. 295, 327 (2006) (internal quotations omitted).
For a more thorough meditation-focused analysis of the complex issues found in communi-
cation, both verbal and nonverbal, see KIMBERLEE K. KovAcII, MEoIATION: PRINCIPLES
AND PRAurlcHi 52-58 (3rd ed. 2004).
44. Guy Olivier Faure & Gunnar Sjostedt, Culture and Negotiation: An Introduction,
in CULTURE AND NEGOTIATION 1, 4 (Guy Olivier Faure & Jeffery Z. Rubin eds., 1993)
(discussing the importance of language in culture, which affects all forms of ADR via com-
munication, not only negotiation). Events are interpreted "through a unique set of catego-
ries" which may be significantly different from one society and language to the next. Id.
For example, the Aztecs grouped ice, snow, and frost together broadly in one word, while
the Eskimo, on the other hand, differentiate snow more than twenty ways. Id.
45. Id.; see also JAY FOLBERG & Dwicri-r GoLANN, LAWYER NEGOTIATION: TIEORY,
PRACICH, AND LAw 23 (2006) (discussing the implications of culture on negotiation). For
an in-depth discussion on the effects of cultural and racial variation in negotiation, see JAY
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ation process and language is the form of communication between the
parties; therefore, if the two parties do not share a similar native lan-
guage, the interference is amplified.4 6 The addition of a language barrier,
as well as taking into account the intricate cultural barrier accompanying
language,4 7 would only multiply the already complex communication is-
sues found in mediation.4 8
FOLiBERG & Dwicarr GoLANN, LAwYER NEoITIATION: Tmnoiy, PRAcnACE, AND LAW
237-53 (2006).
46. Christophe Dupont, Switzerland, France, Germany, the Netherlands: The Rhine, in
CuL:-URE AN) NEGOTIATION 97, 109 (Guy Olivier Faure & Jeffery Z. Rubin eds., 1993).
47. "Language should be considered a mirror of its culture. It reflects the culture's
content and nature. Not only, however, is language a product of culture, but culture is a
product of language, as well." TRAcy NOVINGER, INTERCUITURAL COMMUNICATION: A
PRACIlCAL GutoL 45 (2001) (footnote omitted). "Viewed as an obstacle in intercultural
communication, the problem of not knowing the language (the code) is self-evident." Id.
at 48. Individuals tend to avoid communication with other persons who do not speak the
same language. Id. at 49. "It is uncomfortable and embarrassing not to understand what a
person is saying or not to have them understand you. The majority of people in a host
country, for example, prefer to communicate with a foreign person who speaks the host
country's language well." Id.
48. Failure to reach an agreement due to misunderstandings is exactly what happens
when mediating in two languages. In fact, the professional culture of lawyers worldwide
shares a "common language," which may facilitate the discussion of legal issues, but it does
not eliminate cultural barriers inherent in the larger problem at issue in the ADR situation.
See KIMBERLEE K. KOVACI, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACliCE 505 (3rd ed. 2004)
(elaborating on the issues with cross-cultural mediation, "the mediation between individu-
als from different cultures"). Disputing parties typically fail to reach an agreement "be-
cause of a lack of mutual understanding." Id.; Winfried Lang, A Professional's View, in
CULTURE AN) NEGOTIATION 38, 45-46 (Guy Olivier Faure & Jeffery Z. Rubin eds., 1993)
(illustrating the relative ease of multilateral negotiations between national delegations,
where the presence of an international organization fills a role similar to a mediator, with
the potentially conflicting bilateral negotiations, where only two nations meet in a some-
times confrontational setting); see also, e.g., Julie Barker, International Mediation-A Bet-
ter Alternative for the Resolution of Commercial Disputes: Guidelines for a U.S. Negotiator
Involved in an International Commercial Mediation with Mexicans, 19 Lov. L.A. INT' &
COMP. L. RE-v. 1, 18-20, 27-28 (1996) (explaining cross-cultural conflicts in international
commercial mediation and the language barrier); Ileana Dominguez- Urban, The Messen-
ger as the Medium of Communication: The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dist.
REsoL. 1, 4-7 (1997) (discussing mediation services for non-English speakers and further-
ing the need for interpreters in mediation); Abraham KuhI, Comment, Family Law Online:
The Impact of the Internet, 21 J. AM. AcAD. MATRIM. LAw. 225, 239 (2008) (applying the
difficulties found in communication to a mediation conducted via Internet, which may im-
pair the mediation). While mediation via Internet can offer several benefits such as cost
reduction, speed and efficiency, and ease of scheduling, some worry that a mediation done
solely through textual communication will risk misunderstandings. Abraham Kuhl, Com-
ment, Family Law Online: The Impact of the Internet, 21 J. AM. AcAD. MATRIM. LAW. 225,
239 (2008). Such misunderstanding could be due to the lack of non-verbal communication
or expression when one is trying to convey a point. Id.
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The United States does not have an official national language, although
some individuals feel there should be one, and still others oppose such a
notion.4 9 The majority of "everyday" life in the United States is con-
ducted in various languages, easily evident from media programming, bi-
lingual education, and more.5o There is a variation amongst the
individual states in terms of an "official" language; twenty-nine states ar-
guably having "grant[ed] English some form of official status."" The
state of Texas has not done so. 52 Texas's population is extremely diverse,
with a variety of different cultural and ethnic demographics, and more
importantly, several different languages.53 According to the 2008 Ameri-
can Community Survey, 7.5 million Texans, or 33.8% of the population,
speak a language other than English at home.54 Spanish is the second
most spoken language in Texas at 29% of the entire population over the
age of five.5 It should come as no surprise then that disputes involving a
non-English speaker are likely to occur, effectively bringing the dispute
into the bilingual mediator's target market. 6
49. See Tamar Brandes, Rethinking Equality: National Identity and Language Rights in
the United States, 15 TEx. HisP. J.L. & PoL'y 7, 8 (2009) (retelling the recent efforts of Yale
Law Professor Amy Chua's to "mak[e] English the official national language"). In the
early 1980s, a United States senator proposed a constitutional amendment "to declare En-
glish as the official language of the United States . . . opening [] . . . a public debate on
America's cultural and linguistic identity and on the language rights of linguistic minori-
ties." Id.
50. See id. at 8-10; see also Erica R. Shamblin Knott, Note, The Decline of Linguistic
Plurality: Bottom-up Solutions to Protect Languages in the United States, 15 WASH. & LEE
J. CIVIL RTs. & Soc. JusT. 259, 265-66 (2008) (analyzing the claims of discrimination by
multi-lingual proponents when cultural identity is fused with language).
51. Tamar Brandes, Rethinking Equality: National Identity and Language Rights in the
United States, 15 TEX. Hisp. J.L. & PoL'Y 7, 8 n.6 (2009).
52. See id.
53. See SELECTED SoCIAL CHARACrERISTICS IN THIE UNITED STATES: 2008, AMER.
CMTY. SURVEY (2008), available at http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DatasetMainPage
Servlet? program=ACS (select "Data Profile," set the "Geographic Type" to "State," se-
lect the state of "Texas," and click on "Show Result"). There are twenty-seven listed dif-
ferent ancestries and at least five language categories listed: English, Spanish, Other Indo-
European languages, Asian and Pacific Islander languages, and other languages. Id.
54. Id. (reporting the one-year estimates of the population in Texas) (select "Data
Profile," set the "Geographic Type" to "State," select the state of "Texas," and click on
"Show Result").
55. Id. (select "Data Profile," set the "Geographic Type" to "State," select the state of
"Texas," and click on "Show Result").
56. It is important to note, that in context of this Article, the bilateral dispute where a
dual-role mediator would typically be seen is a dispute between one non-English speaking
party and an English speaking party, regardless if the parties are represented pro se or by
counsel. There is a mass of case law and literature on how an attorney interpreting for his
clients can be considered ineffective assistance of counsel. There is also a potential prob-
lem with a bilingual mediator mediating two adversarial non-English speaking parties, es-
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D. Interpretation
In the federal arena, the Director of the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts, as mandated by the Court Interpreters Act of 1978,
shall implement a system to "facilitate the use of certified and otherwise
qualified interpreters in judicial proceedings."5 7 He or she is required to
"prescribe, determine, and certify the qualifications of persons who may
serve as certified interpreters" for the hearing impaired and individuals
with limited English proficiency.
In fact, according to Federal Rule of Evidence 604, "An interpreter is
subject to the provisions of these rules relating to qualification as an ex-
pert and the administration of an oath or affirmation to make a true
translation." 9 "Interpreters must not only be conversant in English and
the other language, but they must also have adequate knowledge of legal
terminology, understanding of the various methods of interpretation and
an understanding of ethical considerations." 60
Currently, federal interpreter certification programs exist for three lan-
guages: Spanish-English, Navajo, and Haitian-Creole.6 1 Oral and written
examinations are administered to determine the skills and qualifications
of the interpreters. 6 2 A majority of state governments have established
similar certification systems.63
pecially if her legal training is in English. Some American legal concepts do not translate
in other foreign legal systems, and the bilingual mediator may not be familiar with both
legal systems and their corresponding interrelation. Furthermore, the non-English speak-
ing parties may not be familiar with American legal concepts, which may not exist in their
native language or culture.
57. 28 U.S.C. § 1827(a) (2006). Unfortunately, the Director of the Administrative Of-
fice of the U.S. Court System is under the supervision and direction of the Judicial Confer-
ence of the United States. Id. § 601. This means that the regulations implemented by him
are not explicitly detailed in the Code of Federal Regulations, including the certification
requirements for court interpreters. See id. §§ 601, 602, 604.
58. Id. § 1827(b)(1).
59. FED. R. EvID. 604; see also id. 702, 703.
60. Hon. William J. Burris, The Impact of Language Barriers to Access to Justice, 56
LA. B.J. 416, 417 (2009) (footnote omitted).
61. Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifica-
tions, 34 U. DAYoN L. REV. 15, 29 (2008).
62. Id. at 28-29.
63. Id. at 29 (stating that currently thirty-two states have certification programs for
court interpreters). For an overview of certification requirements for court interpreters in
various states, see CONSORTIUM FOR STATE COURT INTERPRE-TATION CERTIFICATION,
SURVEY: CERTIFICATION REouIREMENTs 2009, available at http://www.ncsconline.org/
DRESEARCH/Courtlnterp/ResCtlnteConsortCertRqmntsSurvey2009.pdf.
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1. Methods
Three very different methods of interpretation are used today: simulta-
neous, consecutive, and summary." Simultaneous interpretation "re-
quires the [interpreter] to listen to and simultaneously interpret [the]
speech of [another]."6 5 Consecutive interpretation "requires intense lis-
tening of a few sentences followed by an accurate interpretation" from
one language to the target language, for example, interpreting for a Span-
ish-speaking party to English, and if necessary, the inverse. 6 6 Summary
interpretation is nothing more than a brief paraphrase of the spoken in-
formation."7 The preferred methods for legal interpretation are simulta-
neous and consecutive interpretation; consecutive being favored more
during witness testimony and simultaneous being used for longer mono-
logues.68 Qualified interpreters very rarely use summary interpretation,
save for complex expert testimony with technical jargon, or if the inter-
preter has a limited vocabulary in the respective field.6 9 An individual
attempting to interpret and who cannot keep up in either simultaneous or
consecutive interpreting is usually indicative of an incompetent inter-
preter, and is largely rejected by the courts.7 o
2. Interpreters vs. Bilinguals: The Battle of Language Familiarity
"(T]he mastery of at least two active languages at [or] near native level
proficiency is a prerequisite for work and/or study in the field [of inter-
pretation]." In the context of any legal proceeding, especially in a
64. Hon. William J. Burris, The Impact of Language Barriers to Access to Justice, 56
LA. B.J. 416, 417 n.4 (2009); Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?:
South Dakota's Unsettling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L.
Riev. 33, 38 (2009).
65. Tiex. DriPTr OF LICENSING AN) REGULATION, LICENSED COURT INIERPRE.TERS
EXAM INFORMATION, http://www.license.state.tx.us/courtlexaminfo.htm (last visited Feb.
14, 2011) (describing the testing requirements for court interpreter certification in Texas).
66. Id.
67. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. R.v. 33, 39 (2009).
68. Id. at 38-39. A hybrid style, semi-consecutive interpretation, exists as well, and
will be discussed in Part IV.B.c. of this Article, but the two methods listed above are the
traditionally accepted styles of legal interpretation. See MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM
INTERPREIINo 48-49 (2008).
69. WILIAM E. HEwrrr, COURT lImERPETATION: MODHL GuIDEs FOR POLICY AN1)
PRACrlCE IN THE STATE COURTs 138 (1995), available at http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/
cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/accessfair&CISOPTR=162.
70. Id.; see Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's
Unsettling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. RIv. 33, 39
(2009).
71. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REv. 33, 40 (2009)
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quasi-judicial ADR proceeding such as mediation, not only is the total
mastery of two or more languages necessary, but also an advanced knowl-
edge of legal concepts and terminology in both languages.7 2 "While bilin-
gualism is certainly a necessary criterion for accurate interpreting, it is by
no means [alone] sufficient, particularly in a complex arena such as the
justice system."" The term "bilingual" can be very misleading, referring
only to linguistic skill and not assessing other factors, such as the varying
degrees of familiarity, understanding, or proficiency.74 Bilinguals rarely
"maintain equal fluency in both languages[,]" on the contrary, they tend
to "dominate one language or another."" "[An interpreter should [be a]
true bilingual, . . . someone who is 'taken to be one of themselves by the
members of two different linguistic communities, at roughly the same so-
cial and cultural level.""' The difference between an interpreter and a
bilingual is that an interpreter has a well-developed skill set, formalized
training, and extensive preparation to effectively facilitate communica-
(quoting Franklyn P. Salimbene, Court Interpreters: Standards of Practice and Standards for
Training, 6 CORNEurn J.L. & PuB. PoCY 645, 659 (1997)) (internal quotation and emphasis
omitted).
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. ELENA M. DE JONGI, AN INTRODUCrloN TO COURT INTERPRETING: THEORY &
PRACI'lCE 64 (1992) (identifying the flaws found when utilizing the term "bilingual"). For
instance, the term bilingual is utilized in grade schools to identify whether a child requires
enrollment in a bilingual education program, yet these children are nowhere near compe-
tent to serve as court interpreters. There have been instances where parties must utilize
family members as interpreters-"persons who have no knowledge of either the legal sys-
tem, process, or substantive rights being discussed-to translate court proceedings and tes-
timony." Nancy K. D. Lemon, Access to Justice: Can Domestic Violence Courts Better
Address the Needs of Non-English Speaking Victims of Domestic Violence?, 21 BERKELEY
J. GENERiz L. & JusT. 38, 45 (2006) (citing Berta Esperanza Hernandez-Truyol, Las
Olvidadas-Gendered In Justice/Gendered Injustice: Latinas, Fronteras, and the Law, 1 J.
GENDER RACE & Jusr. 354, 375 (1998)); see also Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right
Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifications, 34 U. DAYTON L. REV. 15, 17-18 (2008).
What happens[,] however, when a bilingual has less proficiency in one language? Is
she still bilingual? What if she came to the U.S. when she was twelve years old, but is
now in her forties and has not studied her native language since she began school in
the sixth grade? Is she bilingual? What if she only has two years of college Spanish or
another foreign language? Is she bilingual? Do all bilinguals have equal command of
both languages? The answer is no.
Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifications, 34 U.
DAYrON L. REV. 15, 17 (2008) (emphasis omitted).
75. Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifica-
tions, 34 U. DAYTON. L. REv. 15, 18 (2008).
76. ELENA M. DE JONGII, AN INTRODUCION TO COuR INTERPRETING: THIEORY &
PRACIcE 64 (1992).
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tion; a bilingual does not."7 In fact, many monolingual individuals cannot
tell the difference between an interpreter and a bilingual.78
E. The Right to an Interpreter
1. Constitutional Right to an Interpreter in Criminal Proceedings
There is no explicit right to an interpreter found in the Constitution. In
the alternative, at least one federal circuit court has found a constitu-
tional safeguard requiring that a non-English-speaking defendant be pro-
vided with an interpreter in criminal proceedings.79 This safeguard is
derived from the Due Process and Confrontation clauses of the Fifth,
77. Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifica-
tions, 34 U. DAYTON L. REV. 15, 19 (2008).
78. See ELENA M. DE JONGii, AN INTROIucrION To COURT INTERPRETING: THEORY
& PRAC-IciH 64 (1992); cf Charles M. Grabau & Llewellyn Joseph Gibbons, Protecting the
Rights of Linguistic Minorities: Challenges to Court Interpretation, 30 NEw ENG. L. REV.
227, 257-60 (1996) (discussing the implications and problems of a judge determining the
linguistic qualifications of a potential interpreter, who requires more than mere bilingual-
ism); Michael B. Shulman, Note, No Hablo Inglis: Court Interpretation as a Major Obstacle
to Fairness for Non-English Speaking Defendants, 46 VAND. L. REV. 175, 188 (1993) (com-
paring the competency of an individual who is solely bilingual serving as an courtroom
interpreter to a person who knows shorthand serving as a court reporter). "Even if a judge
is bilingual, it is unlikely that the judge has an independent basis to determine the pro-
posed interpreter's linguistic competency. Nevertheless, if a judge is able to determine
linguistic competency, court interpretation still requires more than mere bilingualism."
Charles M. Grabau & Llewellyn Joseph Gibbons, Protecting the Rights of Linguistic Minor-
ities: Challenges to Court Interpretation, 30 NEw ENG. L. REv. 227, 258 (1996).
79. Unites States ex rel. Negron v. New York, 434 F.2d 386, 390-91 (2d Cir. 1970)
(holding that the least the Court can do, when put on notice, is to provide a competent
translator to assist the defendant at trial, "at the state expense if need be"). The court
found the lack of interpreter violated the defendant's Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment
rights. Id. at 389, 390-91; see also Court Interpreters Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-539, 92
Stat. 2040 (1978) (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C. § 1827 (2006)) (delineating the re-
quirements for the provision interpreters in United States Courts); Deborah M. Weissman,
Between Principles and Practice: The Need for Certified Court Interpreters in North Caro-
lina, 78 N.C. L. REV. 1899, 1925 (2000) (identifying the federal constitutional principles
that give rise to the entitlement of an interpreter in criminal proceedings). The rights and
corresponding cases "derive from the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment Due Process
Clauses, as well as from the Sixth Amendment right to confront and cross-examine wit-
nesses and to have effective assistance of counsel." Deborah M. Weissman, Between Prin-
ciples and Practice: The Need for Certified Court Interpreters in North Carolina, 78 N.C. L.
REV. 1899, 1925 (2000). See generally Thomas M. Fleming, Annotation, Right of Accused
to Have Evidence or Court Proceedings Interpreted, Because Accused or Other Participant
in Proceedings Is Not Proficient in the Language Used, 32 A.L.R. 5'1-- 149 (1995). For a
more thorough summary of the history behind a right to interpreter see Bill Piatt, Attorney
as Interpreter: A Return to Babble, 20 N.M. L. REv. 1, 1-8 (1990) and Diana K. Cochrane,
Note, iComo se Dice, <Necesito a un Intgrprete>?: The Civil Litigant's Right to a Court-
Appointed Interpreter in Texas, 12 SCHOLAR 47, 53-55 (2009).
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Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments."o One may be inclined to argue for
the use of a bilingual attorney serving as an interpreter, but there is an
excess of literature discussing the impropriety of a bilingual attorney
serving as the interpreter for a criminal defendant."'
The Court Interpreters Act of 1978, its most important provision codi-
fied at 28 U.S.C. § 1827(d)(1), provides that the judge shall use a certified
interpreter in judicial proceedings brought by the federal government,
upon its own or another party's motion.8 2 A certified interpreter is nec-
essary when the criminal defendant, a party, or a testifying witness speaks
another language primarily other than English or "suffers from a hearing
impairment . . . so as to inhibit such party's comprehension of the pro-
ceedings" or communication with the judge or counsel to inhibit the pres-
entation of that testimony. This federally guaranteed right has also
been extended to most state courts, by state constitutional adoption, or
state legislative action."
2. Possible Statutory Right to an Interpreter in Civil Proceedings
The Court Interpreters Act of 1978 only provides for an interpreter in
proceedings brought by the federal government, but not civil proceedings
between two individual parties.8 Congress refers to "judicial proceeding
instituted by the United States" as "all proceedings, whether criminal or
civil, including pretrial and grand jury proceedings .. . conducted in, or
pursuant to the lawful authority and jurisdiction of a United States dis-
trict court." 8 6 There is no explicit or implicit language from Congress
regarding an interpreter in mediation. 7 The individuals in a civil pro-
ceeding may look to 28 U.S.C. § 1827(g)(4) in order to request the assis-
tance of an interpreter, but this subsection only provides an interpreter
on cost-reimbursable or prepaid basis, if at all possible.
80. See Negron, 434 F.2d at 389-91 (extracting the constitutional safeguard to an in-
terpreter from the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments).
81. See, e.g., Debra L. Hovland, Note, Errors in Interpretation: Why Plain Error is Not
Plain, 11 LAw & INEQ. 473, 490 n.105 (1993) (evaluating the effects of the attorney as the
interpreter for her client.); Juan F. Perea, Hernandez v. New York: Courts, Prosecutors,
and the Fear of Spanish, 21 HOFSTRA L. Riev. 1, 22 (1992) (expressing the concerns of the
accuracy of interpreters in judicial proceedings) (citing Bill Piatt, Attorney as Interpreter: A
Return to Babble, 20 N.M. L. Rv. 1, 8-9 (1990)).
82. 28 U.S.C. § 1827(d)(1) (2006).
83. Id.
84. See Kelly Kaiser, Note, A Lawyer's Guide: How to Avoid Pitfalls When Dealing
with Alien Clients, 86 Ky. L.J. 1183, 1199, 1201-02 (1998).
85. See 28 U.S.C. § 1827(d)(1) (2006).
86. Id. § 1827(j).
87. See id. § 1827.
88. Id. § 1827(g)(4); see also H.R. Rur. No. 104-798 at 24 (1996).
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The federal government has not found it necessary to provide an inter-
preter in civil proceedings, but various state legislatures have provided
for one in civil proceedings. Texas has provided for an interpreter in ei-
ther a criminal or civil proceeding upon motion by a party or if requested
by a witness.89 Oregon's statute allows for a qualified interpreter in all
civil or criminal proceedings where there is "a non-English-speaking
party."" Arkansas provides for an interpreter for any witness or party to
"[e]very person who cannot speak or understand the English language or
who because of hearing, speaking, or other impairment has difficulty in
communicating with other persons." 9' Similarly, Arizona provides a
qualified interpreter for the deaf in any role in a civil or criminal case to
"interpret the deaf person's testimony," even providing the interpreter
for preparations with her attorney.92 California also provides an inter-
preter for the hearing impaired in any civil or criminal action, and the
California legislature went so far as to explicitly mention court-ordered
ADR proceedings.9 3
California's mention of court-ordered ADR proceedings in its right to
an interpreter statute is also important for another reason. There may be
some confusion, depending on the jurisdiction, as to whether the term
"civil proceedings" encompasses ADR proceedings as well. 94 The ex-
plicit mention of court-ordered ADR proceedings leaves no ambiguity as
to whether an interpreter will be provided for pretrial ADR settlement
proceedings.
F. Family Law Mediation
At the inception of mediation in the 1960s, the major focus was labor
dispute mediation, but upon entering the court system in the late 1970s, it
directed its attention to settlement diversion and the upcoming field of
89. TEx. Gov'T CODE ANN. § 57.002(a) (West Supp. 2010).
90. OR. REv. STA-r. § 45.275(1)(a)-(b) (2009).
91. ARK. CODE ANN. § 16-64-111(a) (2005).
92. ARiz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-242(A) (2003).
93. CAL. EVID. CODE § 754(b) (Deering 2004).
94. For instance, in a civil proceeding brought by the United States government in
federal court, the Court Interpreters Act of 1978, 28 U.S.C. § 1827(d)(1) (2006) provides
for an interpreter in the proceeding. See 28 U.S.C. § 1827(d)(1) (2006). When used in
conjunction with the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 1998 (codified at 28 U.S.C.
§ 651), the civil litigant should be provided with an interpreter upon request or motion
during the court-ordered ADR procedure. But on the contrary, if the proceeding was not
instituted by the United States, then the litigant would not be provided with an interpreter,
unless requested by the party and it would only be upon request of the "presiding judicial
officer . . . where possible." See id. § 1827 (d)(1), (g)(4).
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divorce and family cases.9 5 Court-ordered mediation has gained the most
popularity in contested family law situations, where the implications are
tremendous.9 6 Family law mediation is now authorized in almost every
state by court rule or statute.9 7 Family law is a complex specialty,98 and
the use of court-ordered mediation has been seen with divorce 99 and its
economic aspects,'o child custody cases,"o' domestic abuse,' 0 2 and legal
95. See Robert A. Baruch Bush, Staying in Orbit, or Breaking Free: The Relationship
of Mediation to the Courts Over Four Decades, 84 N.D. L. REV. 705, 709-20 (2008) (detail-
ing the four different historical phases of mediation in the courts); Deborah R. Hensler,
Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Resolution Movement is Re-Shaping
Our Legal System, 108 PENN. ST. L. REv. 165, 174-81 (2003) (charting the rise of alterna-
tive dispute resolution among courts during the 1960s and 1970s).
96. See Jaime Abraham, Note, Divorce Mediation-Limiting the Profession to Family!
Matrimonial Lawyers, 10 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT RESoL. 241, 242-46 (2008); Alison Ger-
encser & Megan Kelly, Family Mediation: An Alternative to Litigation, 68 FLA. B.J. 49, 49
(1994); see also Brian Edwards, Note, True Donative Freedom: Using Mediation to Resolve
the Disparate Impact Current Succession Law Has on Committed Same-Gender Loving
Couples, 23 OHIO ST. J. ON Disie. REsoi. 715, 741-45 (2008).
97. Elizabeth Kruse, Comment, ADR, Technology, and New Court Rules-Family
Law Trends for the Twenty-First Century, 21 J. AM. ACAD. MATRIM. LAw. 207, 208 (2008);
see Brian Edwards, Note, True Donative Freedom: Using Mediation to Resolve the Dispa-
rate Impact Current Succession Law Has on Committed Same-Gender Loving Couples, 23
OHIO ST. J. ON Dise. RESoL. 715, 744 (2008). For a thorough analysis of the state of Family
and Divorce Mediation Law in the United States, Westlaw has completed a fifty state stat-
utory survey analyzing the mediation requirements state by state, available at 0080
SURVEYS 12.
98. See Jaime Abraham, Note, Divorce Mediation-Limiting the Profession to Familyl
Matrimonial Lawyers, 10 CARDOZO J. CONFLICr RESOL. 241, 242 (2008); Stephanie A.
Henning, Note, A Framework for Developing Mediator Certification Programs, 4 HARV.
NEGOT. L. REV. 189, 215 (1999).
99. Jaime Abraham, Note, Divorce Mediation-Limiting the Profession to Family!
Matrimonial Lawyers, 10 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT RESOL. 241, 242-43 (2008).
100. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 5:5-6 (West 2009) (requiring economic aspects of a divorce to
be handled through a "post-Matrimonial Early Settlement Program" mediation); see gener-
ally Chip Rose, Mediating Financial Issues: Theoretical Framework and Practical Applica-
tions, in DIVORCE AND FAMILY MEDIATION: MODELS, TECHNIOUES, AND APPLICATIONS
180-208 (Jay Folberg et al. eds., 2008).
101. L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 ST. MARY'S L.J. 325, 333
(2006) (discussing the use of mediation in suits affecting the parent-child relationship
under Texas Family Code § 153.0071); Frank V. Ariano, A Lawyer's Guide to Preparing
Clients for Family Law Mediation, 90 ILL. B.J. 600, 600-01 (2002) (explaining that the
Illinois Family Code § 602.1 provides for mediation in suits for joint custody).
102. See KIMBERILEE K. KOVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACflCE 486-87 (3d
ed. 2004) (providing issues to consider in mediation mandated by courts in cases involving
domestic violence); see also Ann L. Milne, Mediation and Domestic Abuse, in DIVORCE
AND FAMILY MEDIATION 304, 309 (Jay Folberg et al. eds., 2004) (showing the differing
viewpoints regarding the use of mediation in cases of domestic abuse). "Many victim ad-
vocates assert that mediation is potentially unsafe and can result in unfair agreements as
the dynamics of the abusive relationship are enacted in the mediation process. Mediation
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separation.' 03
Family law is a prime candidate for the mutually-agreed settlement that
mediation can provide because of the interconnected and enduring na-
ture of family relationships as well as the intertwined legal and emotional
issues.104 But, "generic" mediation is not an appropriate approach to
family law issues.'o The prototypical family law mediation is a long-term
process, segmented into much smaller sessions, until a resolution is
reached regarding property and custody. 1 0 6 Because of the hotly con-
tested issues with serious implications, many states now require addi-
tional training for mediators in family law mediations.' 0 7
III. ETHICS
A. Ethics of an Attorney-Mediator
A mediator's ethical considerations include a multitude of issues, but
focus primarily on the mediator's neutrality and confidentiality.'0o Al-
though it is important to remember that in most jurisdictions a third-party
neutral does not necessarily have to be an attorney, 0 9 a discussion of
non-lawyer led mediation is outside of the scope of this Article. There is
proponents counter that mediation can be an empowering process and a better alternative
than . . . litigation and adjudication." Ann L. Milne, Mediation and Domestic Abuse, in
DIVORCE AND FAMILY MEDIATION 304, 309 (Jay Folberg et al. eds., 2004).
103. TENN. CODE. ANN. § 36-4-131(a) (2010).
104. 4 Am. JUR. 2c Alternative Dispute Resolution § 30 (2007); Ann L. Milne et al.,
The Evolution of Divorce and Family Mediation, in DivoRCE AND FAMILY MEDIATION 3, 3
(Jay Folberg et al. eds., 2004); Bette J. Roth et al., Family Law Mediation: Introduction, in 1
ALTERNATIVE DiSPum REsoLUTION PRAC-i'c GUIDE § 31:1 (Kenneth Cloke et al. eds.,
2010). But see Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute
Resolution Movement Is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN. S-r. L. RE-v. 165, 180
(2003) (detailing how mediation in family law cases may not be cheaper or more efficient).
105. KIMBERLEE K. KovAcH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACIlCE 484 (3d ed.
2004). Here, "generic" mediation is used to describe a prototypical single session media-
tion where the issues are hammered out to reach a mutually agreeable settlement, but not
rekindling or furthering any continued relationships. Id. These continued relationships are
vital to the stability and development of a young child.
106. Id.
107. See id. at 485-86.
108. See id. at 395 (introducing conceptual difficulties, if not impossibilities, of sepa-
rating a mediator's ethical considerations from standards of practice); see also Andrea C.
Yang, Ethics Codes for Mediator Conduct: Necessary but Still Insufficient, 22 GEO. J. LE-
GAL ETHICS 1229, 1231 (2009) (questioning the effectiveness of codification of ethical pa-
rameters for mediators).
109. See MoDEL) RuitEs o1 PROF'L CONDumr R. 2.4 cmt. 2 (2009) (stating that "in
some court-connected contexts, only lawyers are allowed to serve in this role" as a third-
party neutral); GEOFFREY C. HAZARD, JR. ET AL., THE LAW OF LAwYERING § 25A.2 n.1
(3d ed. Supp. 2009) (informing that "several states have adopted statutes governing the
mediator and arbitrator roles, whether performed by a lawyer or by another"). More im-
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no definitive controlling code of ethics for mediators,1 o but various insti-
tutions and organizations have created their own in an attempt to regu-
late the practice."' Many states have adopted their own codes and
rules,11 2 but, similar to the ethical standards for attorneys set by the
ABA's MRPC, those codes and rules are sometimes nothing more than
aspirational goals."' The Texas Supreme Court approved and adopted
the "Ethical Guidelines for Mediators" proposed by the ADR Section of
the State Bar of Texas, which applies to all court-ordered mediations." 4
Unfortunately, these guidelines are only aspirational and do not serve as
"disciplinary rules or a code of conduct."" 5
Currently, the most significant ethical guidelines for mediators come
from the "Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators," (Model Stan-
dards) a collaborative effort by the ABA, American Arbitration Associa-
tion, and the Association for Conflict Resolution.1 6  The Model
Standards are organized into nine distinct standards, with the hope of
"serv[ing] as fundamental ethical guidelines for persons mediating in all
practice contexts.""' The drafter's three primary goals behind the Model
portantly, regardless of the normal profession of the third-party neutral, they are still gov-
erned by professional codes distinct from the MRPC. Id.
110. See GEOFFREY C. HAZARD, JR. ET AL., Ti HE LAw oF LAWYERING § 25A.2 (3d ed.
Supp. 2005) ("However, precisely because [ABA MRPC] Rule 2.4 deals with a situation in
which clients are not involved, it contains little prescriptive content of its own, and func-
tions largely as a descriptive rule that serves as a reminder about what other rules and legal
principles might be applicable." (emphasis in original)); see also 1 SARAH R. COLE TI Al.,
MEDIATION: LAw, Poi.icy & PRACIlCE § 9:2, at 9-6 (2d ed. 2010) (relating the policy prin-
ciples behind ethical guidelines concerning confidentiality).
111. See KIMBERLEE K. KoVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACiCE 399 (3d ed.
2004); L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 ST. MARY's L.J. 325, 341-42
(2006) (analyzing the lack of an officially sanctioned guideline for mediators until recently,
but describing the various organizational guidelines that exist). For a listing of a variety of
organizational guidelines including attempts by the ABA, State Bar of Texas, Association
of Attorney-Mediators, see L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 ST. MARY'S
L.J. 325, 341 n.81 (2006).
112. See generally Suzanne McCorkle, The Murky World of Mediation Ethics: Neutral-
ity, Impartiality, and Conflict of Interest in State Codes of Conduct, 23 CONFIucr RE-soL_. Q.
165, 167-70 (2005).
113. KIMnERuE K. KOVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACclE 400 (3d ed.
2004).
114. See 14 FRANK W. Ei-uorr & NANCY SAINT-PAUL, TEXAS PRACflCE: TEXAS
MET1-1o1s oF PRACJICE § 76.15 pmbl (2d ed. 1996).
115. Id.
116. MoDEL STANDARDS OF CONDUcT FOR MEDIATORs 2 (Arbitra. Ass'n, & Ass'n
for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/
model-standards-conductapril2007.pdf; Andrea C. Yang, Ethics Codes for Mediator Con-
duct: Necessary but Still Insufficient, 22 Gieo. J. LEGAL Eu ncs 1229, 1231 (2009).
117. MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS pmbl. (Arbitr. Ass'n, &
Ass'n for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/
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Standards are: "to guide the conduct of mediators; to inform the mediat-
ing parties; and to promote public confidence in mediation as a process
for resolving disputes."" 8
1. Neutrality
Neutrality, often also referred to as impartiality, is defined in the
Model Standard II as "freedom from favoritism, bias or prejudice.""' 9
Several other codes of ethics define neutrality as "'scrupulously giving
each disputant equal attention and doing exactly what is needed by each
disputant."'1 20 One key ethical guideline for attorney-mediator neutral-
ity comes from the ABA's MRPC Rule 2.4.121 Unfortunately, that rule is
quite limited in the restrictions placed on the attorney-mediator.12 2
First, it is important to note that an attorney-mediator does not re-
present either one of the parties. 123 It is her duty to inform and explain
to the unrepresented parties that she does not represent them in the mat-
ter, and in addition, her overall role in the proceedings. 2 4 Her obligation
is to serve as the third party neutral to "assist[ ] two or more persons who
are not clients of the lawyer to reach a resolution of a dispute or other
model-standards conduct april2007.pdf; accord Andrea C. Yang, Ethics Codes for Media-
tor Conduct: Necessary but Still Insufficient, 22 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1229, 1235-36
(2009).
118. MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCr FOR MEDIATORS pmbl (Arbitr. Ass'n, & Ass'n
for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/
model standards conduct-april2007.pdf.
119. Id.
120. Suzanne McCorkle, The Murky World of Mediation Ethics: Neutrality, Impartial-
ity, and Conflict of Interest in State Codes of Conduct, 23 CONFLIC RFSOL. Q. 165, 166
(2005). In addition, "the mediator should be neutral to the content but active in control-
ling the process, which is to say not neutral toward the process." Id.
121. MODEL RuLES OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 2.4(b) (2009).
122. See id. (indicating with specificity the boundaries of this rule, wherein if the me-
diator "knows or reasonably should know that a party does not understand" his or her role
as a mediator, it must be explained); see also RONALD D. ROTUNDA & JOHN S. DZEINKOW-
SKI, PROFESSIONAL RSPONsImrILITY: A STUDNT's GUIDE § 2.4-2 at 673 (2006-2007 ed.
2006) (describing how the rule does not address whether the third-party neutral should
draft agreements, whether to explain legal consequences of the parties' actions, and
whether to inform or disclose potential biases, obligations of confidentiality, or fees). The
rule is lacking because there is no general consensus about the standards and regulations
concerning those issues in regard to a third-party neutral. RONALD D. ROTUNDA & JOHN
S. DZEINKOWSKI, PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: A STUDENT ' GUIDE § 2.4-2 at 673
(2006-2007 ed. 2006) .
123. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDucr R. 2.4 & cmt. 3 (2009) (explaining how law-
yers serving as mediators face the problem of two different roles-either as a third-party
neutral, or as a lawyer representing a client); see also id. at R. 4.3 (2009) (requiring a
lawyer to explain to the unrepresented party that he does not represent them).
124. Id. at R. 2.4(b).
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matter that has arisen between them."1 2 5 As a neutral, her obligation is
to remain impartial during the entire mediation process, even before and
after the session.126 According to Texas law, she "may not compel or
coerce the parties to enter into a settlement agreement," but she is per-
mitted to encourage and assist them to achieve an agreed resolution.12 7
2. Confidentiality
Confidentiality may be the most important aspect of mediation prac-
tice.128 In fact, confidentiality helps the mediator maintain the percep-
tion of impartiality.129 Ideally, "[a] good mediator makes it abundantly
clear before starting the mediation process that whatever is said by the
parties, their lawyers, and the mediator is confidential unless express per-
125. Id. at R. 2.4(a); see also Leonard L. Riskin, Understanding Mediators' Orienta-
tions, Strategies, and Techniques: A Grid for the Perplexed, 1 HARV. NEGOT. L. Ruv. 7,
47-48 (1996) (conceptualizing the importance of mediator neutrality with an example).
The example the author mentions proposes two worthwhile considerations as to the role of
a mediator: evaluation and facilitation. Id. In this example the reader is asked to consider
the impact the mediator, who is already familiar with opposing counsel, will have on the
mediation; conversely, this familiarity may work towards facilitation of the mediation itself,
as this "may be the only way to get the case into mediation." Id. The author is quick to
caution that as an attorney, one should be sure that the mediator would be able "to commit
to and carry out a facilitative process." Id.
126. KIMBERLEE K. KOVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACFICE 211 (3d ed.
2004). The author mentions how the term neutrality is also referred to as "impartiality; free
from prejudice or bias; not having a stake in the outcome; and free from conflict of interest,"
as well as "unbiased, indifferent and independent." Id. at 212 (emphasis in original). Even
though the terms "neutrality" and "impartiality" are similar and used interchangeably,
some mediators argue that the two terms are distinct and should not be confused. Id.
127. TEx. Civ. PRAC. & Ri-M. CooE ANN. § 154.053(a) (West 2005).
128. See Pamela A. Kentra, Hear No Evil, See No Evil, Speak No Evil The Intolerable
Conflict for Attorney-Mediators Between the Duty to Maintain Mediation Confidentiality
and the Duty to Report Fellow Attorney Misconduct, 1997 BYU L. REv. 715, 722 (1997)
(mentioning how the mediation process would be ineffective if the parties did not believe
that the proceedings would be confidential); see also Tex. Comm. on Prof'1 Ethics, Op. 496,
57 TEX. B.J. 1135, 1135 (1994) (identifying the public policy of "encourag[ing] voluntary
resolution of disputes and early settlement of litigation").
129. Pamela A. Kentra, Hear No Evil, See No Evil, Speak No Evil: The Intolerable
Conflict for Attorney-Mediators Between the Duty to Maintain Mediation Confidentiality
and the Duty to Report Fellow Attorney Misconduct, 1997 BYU L. REv. 715, 722 (1997). A
primary goal of a mediator is to gain the trust of the parties, and in doing so the mediator
"must be able to guarantee they will not later testify against any party if the mediation
does not result in a viable agreement." Id. at 722-23. In addition, confidentiality also
serves to foster mediation over litigation, which in turn keeps the dispute private. Id. at
723.
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mission is given to disclose the information. Confidentiality is vital to
mediation. ,130
Model Standard V provides an ethical standard that states can apply
for confidentiality.13' According to Standard V, "[a] mediator shall main-
tain the confidentiality of all information obtained by the mediator in
mediation, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or required by appli-
cable law."1 32 He may only disclose confidential information acquired
during the mediation if the parties agree, and he should not tell others
about the mannerisms of the participants during the mediation session.'33
He is only authorized to report whether a mutually settled agreement was
reached during the mediation and who attended the session.134
The ethical guidelines and requirements regarding confidentiality differ
from state to state, based mostly on case law and state-specific statutory
guidelines."' Typically, there are no records kept of a mediation session,
130. Sheldon E. Friedman, The Basics of Effective Mediation, 38-AUG. COLo. LAW.
73, 75-76 (2009) (emphasis added). The author concludes that in order to settle a dispute,
an effective mediator possesses several skills, including "[a]rtful persuasion, clear commu-
nication, and trustworthiness." Id. at 76.
131. See generally MODEL STANoARIS oF CONoucr FOR MEDIATORs (Am. Arbitr.
Ass'n, & Ass'n for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/disputel
documents/modelstandardsconduct-april2007.pdf (establishing the standards of conduct
for confidentiality that a mediator is expected to maintain). Under the Texas Standards,
"[a] mediator should not reveal information made available in the mediation process,
which information is privileged and confidential, unless the affected parties agree other-
wise or as may be required by law." 14 FRANK W. Ei-iorr & NANCY SAINT-PAUL, Texas
Practice: Texas Methods of Practice § 76.15, 8 (2d ed. 1996). Comment (a) mandates the
mediator to not record or transcribe the mediation proceedings, (b) requires confidential-
ity in the storage and disposal of the mediation materials, and requires anonymity if used
for later purposes, (c) requires the confidentiality of information obtained via caucus and
only allows the mediator to disclose if the mediation happened, and whether an agreement
was reached, or if the mediation was recessed or reset, and finally (d) allows certain in-
stances of disclosure if required by applicable law. Id. cmt. (a)-(d).
132. MoDEL STANDARDS OF1 CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS (Am. Arbitr. Ass'n, & Ass'n
for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/
modelstandards-conduct-april2007.pdf.
133. Id. But see Jennifer Gerarda Brown & Ian Ayres, Economic Rationales for Medi-
ation, 80 VA. L. Riv. 323, 327 (1994) (explaining how mediators use private information
indirectly to help the parties reach an agreement).
134. MOEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS (Am. Arbitr. Ass'n, & Ass'n
for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/
modelstandards-conduct-april2007.pdf; see also 1 SARAH R. COLE FT AL., MEDIATION:
LAW, POICY & PRACTICE § 9:26 (2d ed. 2010) (recognizing that a mediator's report, if it
contains any additional material other than if a settlement was reached and who attended
the mediation, "may have a number of effects on the mediation process").
135. See Susan N. Gary, Mediation and the Elderly: Using Mediation to Resolve Pro-
bate Disputes Over Guardianship and Inheritance, 32 WAKi FOREST L. REv. 397, 425
(1997). Other potential methods of protection concerning settlement discussions can come
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which makes it difficult to introduce evidence concerning settlement dis-
course during litigation.1 36 It is also important to note that a majority of
jurisdictions limit or prohibit the admissibility of the settlement discus-
sions into evidence.137 Also, the parties can agree as to the degree of
confidentiality they would like during their mediation.138  In order to
avoid any loopholes in the confidentiality standards found in the state
statutes, parties should contract for confidentiality of the mediation as
well.
The caucus modell 39 is the dominant form of mediation, at least in
Texas, and is the primary method mediators use to obtain confidential
from rules of civil procedure, laws of privilege, agreements not to disclose, evidence cov-
ered by protective order, and even threats for damages by the opposing parties on breach-
ing agreements not to disclose. 1 SARAHi R. COLE ET AL., MEDIATION: LAW, PoLtIcy &
PRAcncE § 9:1 (2d ed. 2010). It is vital to note that there is a controversy amongst various
states' legislation and the Uniform Mediation Act (which has been adopted in the District
of Columbia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, New Jersey, Ohio, Utah, Vermont, and
Washington) regarding the degree of confidentiality in mediation. See CAL. R. Cr. 3.854
(Deering 2011) (allowing blanket confidentiality); FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 44.401-406 (West
Supp. 2011) (applying a complex standard and system of confidentiality in mediation);
MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 233, § 23C (LexisNexis 2009) (permitting a blanket rule of confiden-
tiality). The Uniform Mediation Acts' standard allows confidentiality to the extent agreed
by the parties or otherwise provided by law, albeit it does provide certain evidentiary privi-
leges to assure confidentiality in subsequent legal proceedings. See e.g., D.C. CODE §§ 16-
4201-16-4213 (LexisNexis 2008); I)AHIO CODE ANN. §§ 9-801-9-814 (2010); 710 ILI.
COMP. ST-rA. ANN. §§ 35/1 to 35/99 (West 2009); IoWA CODE §§ 679C.101-.115 (West,
Westlaw through 2010 Reg. Sess.); Niea. Ru~v. STAT. H§ 25-2930-25-2943 (2008); N.J. STAT.
ANN. §§ 2A:23C-1-2A:23C-13 (West 2010); Oito REV. CoiE. ANN. §§ 2710.01-.10 (West
2006); UTAH CODE ANN. §§ 78B-10-101-78B-10-114 (LexisNexis 2008); VT. STAT. ANN.
tit. 12, §§ 5711-23 (Supp. 2010); WASH. REV. Conn. ANN. H§ 7.07.010-7.07.904 (West
2007).
136. Susan N. Gary, Mediation and the Elderly: Using Mediation to Resolve Probate
Disputes Over Guardianship and Inheritance, 32 WAKE FOREsT L. REv. 397, 425 (1997);
see also I SARAH! R. COLE ET AL., MEDIATION: LAW, PoIcy & PRACriCE § 9:1 (2d ed.
2010).
137. See FE. R. Evio. 408; UNI-. Ruu Es oF EvIDENCE 408 (amended 1988), 13C
U.L.A. 56 (2004). The 1974 Uniform Rules of Evidence, amended in 1986, have been
adopted in thirty-three states and are very similar to the Federal Rules of Evidence. Unif.
Rules of Evidence 74 References & Annotations. See also 29 AM. JuR. 20 Evidence § 519
(2008); Susan N. Gary, Mediation and the Elderly: Using Mediation to Resolve Probate
Disputes Over Guardianship and Inheritance, 32 WAKE FoIREsr L. REv. 397, 425 (1997).
138. Susan N. Gary, Mediation and the Elderly: Using Mediation to Resolve Probate
Disputes Over Guardianship and Inheritance, 32 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 397, 425 (1997)
(relating the benefits and implications a confidentiality agreement can have on a
mediation).
139. Caucusing occurs when the mediator physically separates both parties to talk to
each individually rather than altogether. DOUGLAS N. FRENKEL & JAMES H. STARK, THE
PRACtcicU oF MEDIATION 193 (2008); RUSSELL KOROBKIN, NEGOTIATION: TiEORY AND
STRATEGv 347 (2d ed. 2009).
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information during mediation sessions.140 The use of private information
is important because "mediators can create value by controlling the flow
of private information (variously eliminating, translating, or even creating
it) to mitigate adverse selection and moral hazard."1 4 ' Russell Korobkin
explains the use of private caucuses and the power behind the informa-
tion they reveal as such: "A skillful mediator can [help achieve] a mutu-
ally beneficial settlement agreement by using private caucuses to obtain
private information from each party but only revealing portions of that
information to the other party, and only under particular circum-
stances."1 42 But, if the mediator conducts private caucuses, he must seek
consent before disclosing the private information obtained. 143 The medi-
ator must also inform the parties regarding the extent of the confidential-
ity, as well as the varying levels of that confidentiality depending on the
circumstances. 4 4
Korobkin continues by relating the two extremes in the effectiveness of
the confidential information: if the mediator reveals all of the private in-
formation to the other side, then no one will reveal any more information
during the caucuses; but on the other hand, if the mediator promises not
to use any of the information, even indirectly, then the private informa-
tion would not be useful in reaching an agreement, unless the mediator
can gain permission to use the information.145
B. Ethics of an Interpreter
1. Federal and State Standards
The Administrative Office for the U.S. courts has set out a document
entitled "Standards of Performance and Professional Responsibility"
(Standards) that applies to contract court interpreters in the federal
140. See RUSSELL KOROBKIN, NEGOTIATION. THEORY AND STRATEGY 335 (2d ed.
2009) (stating that the confidential information can help the mediator guide parties toward
the bargaining zone); Jennifer Gerarda Brown & Ian Ayres, Economic Rationales for Me-
diation, 80 VA. L. REV. 323, 325-26 (1994) (explaining how mediators obtain the confiden-
tial information through a technique known as "caucusing").
141. Jennifer Gerarda Brown & Ian Ayres, Economic Rationales for Mediation, 80
VA. L. REV. 323, 327 (1994).
142. RussELL KoROBKIN, NEGOTIATION: THEORY AND STRATEGY 335 (2nd ed.
2009).
143. See MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCr FOR MEDIATORS Standard 5 (Am. Arbitr.
Ass'n, & Ass'n for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/
documents/model-standardsconductapril2007.pdf.
144. See id.
145. RUSSEiL KOROBKIN, NEGOTIATION: THEORY AND STRATEGY 335 (2d ed. 2009);
see also Jennifer Gerarda Brown & Ian Ayres, Economic Rationales for Mediation, 80 VA.
L. REV. 323, 326 (1994).
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courts.1 4 6 The Preamble details how all certified or contract interpreters,
as sworn officers of the court, bring specialized language skills and impar-
tiality to judicial proceedings. 1 47 Federal court interpreters are held to
the various standards and duties: accuracy and completeness in the inter-
pretation, truthful representation of the interpreter's qualifications, a
duty of impartiality, disclosure of conflicts of interest, professional de-
meanor, confidentiality, a scope of practice, and a duty to report ethical
violations.148 During the judicial proceedings, the interpreter is held to
the standard of an expert and is sworn to make a truthful interpretation
and translation. 149
Various provisions in the Standards are important to identify. The duty
of impartiality prohibits the interpreter from conversing with the parties
and their friends and relatives, witnesses, jurors, and attorneys during the
proceedings.' 50 The scope of practice of the interpreters is limited solely
to interpretation and translation, prohibiting the interpreter from
"giv[ing] legal advice, express[ing] personal opinions to individuals for
whom they are interpreting, or engag[ing] in any other activities which
may be construed to constitute a service other than interpreting or translat-
ing while serving as an interpreter."1 5 1
For instance, in Texas, Chapter 57 of the Texas Government Code re-
quires the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation to certify state
court interpreters.15 2 The Texas Board for Evaluation of Interpreters, a
division of the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services, re-
quires applicants for certification to sign a Code of Ethics agreeing to
abide by them.15' Texas is also a member to the National Center for
146. See generally ADMIN. OFFICE OF THE- U.S. COURTS, STANDARDS OF PERFORM-
ANCE AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/
FederalCourts/Interpreter/StandardsjforPerformance.pdf.
147. Id. at pmbl.
148. Id. at 1-9.
149. See FED. R. EVID. 604. Interestingly, Rule 604 seems to use the term translation
and interpretation interchangeably, further proving the general misunderstanding of the
different practices. See id.
150. ADMIN. OFICE OF TIE U.S. COURTS, STANDARDS o1 PERFORMANCE AND PRO-
FESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY Standard 3, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/
FederalCourts/Interpreter/Standards-for Performance.pdf.
151. Id. at 7 (emphasis added).
152. TEx. Gov'r CODE ANN. H§ 57.021-.022 (West 2005).
153. DEP'T OF ASSISTIVE AND REHABILITATIVE SERV., DHHS Board for Evaluation
of Interpreters Chapter 3: Court Interpreter Certification. The Code of Ethics and Profes-
sional Responsibility of Certified Court Interpreters employed by Texas is a replica of the
same code established by the National Association for Judiciary Interpreters and Transla-
tors, which is discussed below. See 16 Trex. ADMIN. CODE § 80.100 (2009) (Tex. Dep't of
Licensing and Reg., Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility); CoDE oF ETIIIcs
AND PRoF'L RESPONSIBILify (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators), re-
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State Courts' Consortium for State Court Interpreter Certification, which
pools and standardizes certification tests for court interpreters amongst
its forty member states. 1 54 The Consortium currently provides testing for
eighteen different languages, far more than the three provided at the fed-
eral level.15 5
2. Professional Organization Standards
The National Association of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators
(NAJIT), a professional organization for court interpreters, has devel-
oped its own Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility.15 6 All
NAJIT's members must comply with the eight ethical canons set out in
the code."' Similar to the Standards, the eight canons obligate the inter-
preters to the duties and standards of accuracy, impartiality, disclosing of
conflicts of interest, confidentiality, limitations of practice, protocol and
demeanor, "maintenance and improvement of skills and knowledge,"
''accurate representation of credentials," and reporting impediments to
compliance.' 5"
The NAJIT's code also has relevant language that needs to be identi-
fied. Canon 2 regarding impartiality and conflicts of interest requires the
interpreters to "avoid[] unnecessary contact with the parties[,]" and
more importantly, they "shall abstain from comment on cases in which
printed in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTFRPRETING app. 2, at 107-09 (2008). For a
compiled listing of various interpreter codes among the various court systems, including
state, federal, and foreign, see Interpreter Codes (March 2009), http://www.courtethics.org/
Ethics%20Codes%20USA.htm.
154. See Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's
Unsettling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REV. 33, 87
(2009) (stating the purpose and membership of the Consortium); NAT'I CTR. FOR STATE
CouRTs, CONsORTIUM FOR LANGUAGE ACCESS IN THE COURTS: LIST OF MEMBER STATES
(2009), available at http://www.ncsconline.org/DResearch/Courtlnterp/ResCtlnteCon-
sortMemberStatesPubNove07.pdf (listing the member states and the date they joined).
155. See Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Quali-
fications, 34 U. DAYTON L. REV. 15, 29 (2008) (examining interpreter qualifications for
defendants, and how to select a qualified interpreter for non-English speakers).
156. See generally CODIE OF ETHICS AND PROF'i RESPONSIBILIrY (Nat'l Ass'n of Judi-
ciary Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTER-
PRETING app. 2, at 107 (2008) (providing uniform standards on ethics and professional
responsibility to guide court interpreters in their work).
157. Id.
158. See id. at 107-09 (2008) (providing a uniform code of ethics and professional
responsibility for court reporters to follow, while also encouraging them to use their own
judgment); see also ADMIN. OFFICE OF THE U.S. COURTS, STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE
AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTRACT COURT INTERPRETERS IN THE FED-
ERAL COURTS Standard 1-9, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/FederalCourts/
Interpreter/Standards forPerformance.pdf (providing performance and responsibility
standards for court interpreters working in the Federal system).
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they serve."" 9 Canon 3 on confidentiality prohibits the disclosure of
privileged or confidential information acquired during the interpretation
proceedings without authorization.160 Finally, Canon 8 requires the inter-
preter to report "any circumstance or condition that impedes full compli-
ance with any Canon" including unfamiliarity with specialized
terminology being used, the inability to hear, and arguably, the most im-
portant ethical consideration an interpreter faces, interpreter fatigue. 6 1
Other professional organizations for interpreters in different settings
have also adopted their own codes of ethics. For example, the National
Council on Interpreting in Health Care allows a health care interpreter to
act as an advocate for the patient in order to support good health out-
comes.162 The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf has seven general
ethical tenets, including confidentiality and conduct.163 The conduct
tenet contains a useful illustration that can serve as a guide in the context
of the court interpreter as a mediator, as well: interpreters are to "[a]void
performing dual or conflicting roles in interdisciplinary . . . settings."'6
3. Interpreter Fatigue
Interpreter fatigue occurs as a result of the highly taxing cognitive func-
tions required in bilingual interpretation.1 65 Typically, simultaneous in-
terpretation is done in court proceedings which requires the interpreter
to simultaneously listen to the message, recall it, and convert it to the
159. See Coon OF EiICS AND) PROF'L RESPONSIBILrrY Canon 2 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judi-
ciary Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTER-
PRETING app. 2, at 108 (2008) (emphasis added) (encouraging the parties to remain neutral,
and to immediately report any conflict of interest to the court).
160. CoDE oi E-THICS AND PROF'i REscONsImILrIY Canon 3 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary
Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRET-
INc app. 2, at 108 (2008). The authorization specified by NAJIT is ambiguous and does not
refer to the proper authority that would allow for the disclosure. See id. This authority
could be interpreted to mean the court, agreement from the parties, the person who di-
vulged the information, and so on.
161. See id. At 109 (setting out some impediments to compliance and directing inter-
preters to decline working under conditions where avoiding impediments to the Canon
would be impossible).
162. NAT'L COUNCIL ON INTERPRETING IN HEALTH CARE, A NATIONAL CoDE OF
E-nilcs FOR INTERPRETERS OF HEALTII CARE 3 (2004), available at http://
data.memberclicks.com/site/ncihclNCIHC%20National%2OCode%20of%20Ethics.pdf.
163. REisTRY OiF INTERPRETERS FOR THlE DEAF, CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
(2005), available at http://www.rid.org/UserFiles/File/NADRIDETHICS.pdf (describing
in detail the guiding principles and proper behavior to be followed by interpreters for the
deaf for each tenet).
164. Id. at 2 (laying out the professional behavior that should be exhibited by inter-
preters for the deaf).
165. MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING 9 (2008).
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second language, all while continuing to listen for more material.'16 The
interpreter's memory becomes tired and can severely hamper the ability
to convert from one language to another.167 Many individuals incorrectly
believe that a court interpreter is expected to provide a literal rendition
of the proceedings, when in fact the interpreter's responsibility is to main-
tain the style and context of the original message.16 8
IV. MEDIATION WITH A DUAL-ROLE MEDIATOR SHOULD NOT
BE DONE
The central issue here is whether it is appropriate for a bilingual indi-
vidual to serve a dual-role as both the mediator and the interpreter. Su-
zanne McCorkle defines a dual-role as "a professional fulfilling the role
of two professions for one or both clients at the same time during media-
tion."169 The first subpart of this section discusses how serving in a dual-
role is unethical because, when combined, the dual-role jeopardizes the
neutrality and confidentiality of each individual role. The second subpart
of this section explains why a bilingual mediator serving in the dual-role
may initially seem convenient, but in actuality is inefficient. A lack of
interpretation experience, combined with the effects of interpreter fa-
tigue, hampers the effectiveness of serving in such a capacity. The pres-
ence of these factors eventually leads to a substandard performance in
the collective dual-role, as well as the individual mediator and interpreter
roles.
Before proceeding into the analysis, this Article poses a hypothetical
situation in order to assist readers in conceptualizing a scenario where a
dual-role bilingual mediator could be used. The quintessential example
of where a dual-role bilingual mediator can do significant damage is in
the context of family law.170 A court-ordered mediation arising from a
166. See id. at 8 (explaining how the different tasks of the interpreter make for a strain
on their cognitive abilities).
167. Id. at 9.
168. See id. at 7-8 (explaining how the "verbatim requirement" actually refers to pro-
viding a verbatim meaning instead of a verbatim translation of each word). For example, if
a witness stutters over an answer, and is clearly uncertain, the translator should be able to
translate the uneasiness and uncertainty of the witness. Id. at 8. This is important because
the judge or jury should have the same feeling about the witness's response as they would
for an English-speaking witness who did not need an interpreter. Id.
169. Suzanne McCorkle, The Murky World of Mediation Ethics: Neutrality, Impartial-
ity, and Conflict of Interest in State Codes of Conduct, 23 CONFLICr Riesot. Q. 165, 178
(2005).
170. See Isolina Ricci, Court-Based Mandatory Mediation, in DIVORCE AND FAMILY
MEDIATION: MODEIS, TECHNIQUES, AND APPLICATIONs 397, 412-13 (Jay Folberg et al.
eds., 2004) (explaining the difficulties posed by mediation scenarios with culturally diverse
parties). It is quite possible that the culture and customs of a participant at a family law
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hypothetical divorce,17 1 which encompasses a suit affecting the parent-
child relationship,172 Will serve as an analytical guide to demonstrate how
the dual-role bilingual mediator can harm the adversarial parties, and
more importantly, the children.' 7 3
In this hypothetical, there is a dissolving marriage with three children.
Father is a native Spanish speaker and has a very limited knowledge of
the English language.174 He was only educated up to the sixth grade in
the Mexican public school system. 175 He works a menial, low paying la-
bor job and in no way can afford an attorney to handle his case.176 On
the other hand, Mother is a native English speaker with some college-
level education in the United States. She has a working knowledge of
Spanish, but is much more comfortable with English. She has a decent
paying job, making just enough to afford legal representation during the
divorce proceedings.
During the hotly contested divorce proceedings, the parents are or-
dered to attend a mediation session to attempt to reach a settlement con-
cerning custody of the children. Mother's attorney recommends a
bilingual mediator to both parties, believing that the bilingual mediator
could help Father understand the proceedings and facilitate the process.
Father agrees with the reasoning of opposing counsel and consents to the
bilingual mediator. He feels awarded with a golden opportunity believing
mediation setting may not be mainstream. Id. at 412. These differences, coupled with the
complexity of the law, can put a client at risk for not understanding his or her rights. Id. In
addition to knowledge of general mediation procedures, a successful mediator should "be
aware of, and have an appreciation for, each client's personal experience as well as his or
her ethnic heritage." Id.
171. See Tex. Fam. Code Ann. § 6.602(a) (West 2006) (providing permissive authority
for a court to refer a divorce case to mediation either on its own volition or at the written
request of both parties).
172. See id. § 6.406(b) (West 2006) (requiring that divorce trials in Texas include suits
for custody of children so long as both parties are recognized at law as the parents of the
children and another court does not already have jurisdiction over them); see also Selig-
man-Hargis v. Hargis, 186 S.W.3d 582, 586 (Tex. App.-Dallas 2006, no pet.) (discussing
§ 6.406(b) of the Texas Family Code, which requires a party seeking a divorce to join its
suit affecting parent-child relationship).
173. See Isolina Ricci, Court-Based Mandatory Mediation, in DIVORCE AN!) FAMILY
MEDIATION: MODELS, TEINIQUES, AN!) APPLIcA-nONs 397, 399-400 (Jay Folberg et al.
eds., 2004) (describing the potential challenges awaiting mediators in regions with diverse
populations).
174. See id. at 399 (explaining that in California, the majority of mediation clients are
typically not Caucasian).
175. See id. (highlighting that almost forty percent of parents in California have a
high-school education or lower).
176. See id. (stating that one-quarter of parents in California earn less than eight-
hundred dollars per month).
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he will be able to understand the proceedings. Unfortunately, Father has
no clue as to what lies ahead.
A. Unethical
Serving in a dual capacity has traditionally been treated similar to a
conflict of interest.17 7 In fact, performing dual-roles also questions the
neutrality17 8 and confidentiality of the individual in both the dual-role of
an interpreter-mediator, as well as in the individual roles of an interpreter
and a mediator.17 9
1. Neutrality
The standards of neutrality for an attorney-mediator come from the
ABA's MRPC Rule 2.4, which besides remaining neutral, only requires
the attorney to inform unrepresented parties about his participation in
the proceedings and that he does not represent them.18  Model Standard
2 offers the only other guide, providing that the mediator should decline
or withdraw from the mediation if he cannot conduct it impartially and
free of bias. 8 1
177. See Tex. Comm. on Prof'l Ethics, Op. 583, 73 TEX. B.J. 838 (prohibiting a Texas
lawyer from serving in a divorce proceeding as both mediator and drafter of the divorce
settlement); MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCI FOR MEDIATORS Standard III. (A) (Am.
Arbitration Ass'n, & Ass'n for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://
www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/modelstandards-conduct-april2007.pdf (mandating
that mediators avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interests when performing their
duties).
178. Suzanne McCorkle, The Murky World of Mediation Ethics: Neutrality, Impartial-
ity, and Conflict of Interest in State Codes of Conduct, 23 CONFIcr RESOL. Q. 165, 171
(2005) ("Although mediation authors differentiate between neutrality ... and impartial-
ity[.] . . . most codes use the terms interchangeably. Codes also address neutrality implic-
itly within sections on conflict of interest, dual role relationships, and dual alternative
dispute resolution [ ] processes.").
179. Cf. Phyllis E. Bernard, Only Nixon Could Go to China: Third Thoughts on the
Uniform Mediation Act, 85 MARO. L. REV. 113, 128-29 (2001) (conducting an analysis on
forty recent bar opinions that frequently discussed various ethical issues in mediation, in-
cluding "conflicts of interest, confidentiality, [and] dual roles for attorney-mediator[s]").
180. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 2.4 (2007) (explaining the responsibilities
of an attorney performing the role of third-party neutral).
181. MODFL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS Standard II. (Am. Arbitra-
tion Ass'n, & Ass'n for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dis-
pute/documents/modelstandards-conduct-april2007.pdf (discussing the requirements for
impartiality of a mediator). In addition, the mediator should not accept payments or gifts.
Id.
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On the other hand, the impartiality standards for interpreters are more
restrictive.' 8 2 The interpreter's primary responsibility is to interpret the
source language to the target language.' 3 The federal standards, in addi-
tion to requiring neutrality of interpreters, also prohibit the interpreter
from freely conversing with the parties or relatives, except while inter-
preting.184 it also prohibits the interpreter from engaging in any activity
that could be a conflict of interest.'8 5 Also, the NAJIT's Canon 2 re-
quires interpreters to "avoid[ ] unnecessary contact with the parties" and
commenting on the case.' 8 6
Initially, it seems the individual impartiality requirements for an attor-
ney-mediator are forgiving in comparison to those of an interpreter. 8 7
182. An interesting observation made while researching interpreters was that at one
time interpreters were seen as agents of their employers under the Restatement (Second)
of Agency § 14E (1958). But, if both parties hired the interpreter, he was the agent of
neither. Id. The commentary of the Restatement explains that an interpreter, as an agent,
could bind his principal, but if hired jointly by two contracting parties, then any error made
by the interpreter in the agreement made between the parties made the transaction fail.
See id. cmt. a-b. The Restatement Third of Agency makes no mention of an interpreter.
See generally RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF AGENCY (2006).
183. See ADMIN. OFFICE OF THE U.S. COURTS, STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE AND
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTRACT COURT INTERPRETERS IN THE FEDERAL
COURTs Standard 2, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/FederalCourts/Inter-
preter/Standards forPerformance.pdf (requiring that interpreters render accurate and
complete services while acting as officers of the court); CODE OF ETHICS AN) PROF'L RE-
SPONSIBILTIES (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARI-
ANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING app. 2, at 107-08 (2008) (promulgating the
ethical standards of NAJIT members).
184. ADMIN. OFFICE OF THE U.S. CouR-s, STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE AND PRO-
FESSIONAL RESPONSIBILIfY FOR CONTRACT COURT INTERPRETERS IN THE FEDERAL
COURTS Standard 3, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/FederalCourts/Inter-
preter/Standards forPerformance.pdf (requiring that interpreters in federal courts neither
act nor allow themselves to appear to act impartially in the course of their duties).
185. Id. (stating that interpreters must disclose conflicts of interest whether actual or
perceived).
186. CODE OF ETHIcS AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITIES Canon 2 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judici-
ary Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTER-
PRETING app. 2, at 108 (2008) (providing detail as to how an interpreter might avoid being
perceived as impartial).
187. See MonL RULES OF PROF'! CONDucr R. 2.4 (2009) (requiring lawyers to in-
form the parties involved in the dispute resolution that they are not representing them as
clients); MoDEi STANDARDS OF CONDUCr FOR MEDIATORS Standard I(A) (2005), availa-
ble at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/modelstandards-conductapril2007.pdf
(signifying that a mediator must allow the parties involved in the mediation to come to a
decision through self-determination and not coercion from the mediator); CODI OF ETIIIcs
AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY Canon 4 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary Interpreters and Transla-
tors), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING app. 2, at 108 (2008)
(stating that the rules of ethics for interpreters exist to ensure that non-English speakers
have the same access to justice that English speakers have).
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But when both roles and their accompanying ethical standards are com-
bined, therein lies an ethical problem with neutrality. First, the inter-
preter is not to communicate with the parties or their relatives outside of
the interpreter role.' A mediator's main role is to facilitate communica-
tion between the parties, which requires communication outside of the
role of an interpreter.'8 9 When it is perceived an interpreter communi-
cates with individuals outside of the strict scope of interpreting, there can
be serious questions raised regarding his impartiality.'9 0
One party may also perceive a bias when the interpreter has to inter-
pret crude comments directed from one party to another, or continuous
exchanges with a party may be construed as personal conversation be-
tween the mediator and the non-English speaking party.' 9' For example,
written Spanish is up to thirty percent longer than English.1 92 One would
then assume that when interpreting from Spanish to English, the English
version would be shorter.' In fact, the interpreted English version ends
up being "longer than the original Spanish testimony."' 94 A Spanish-
speaking party may assume the longer interpretation was actually a com-
bination of the interpreted message and personal conversation.195
188. CODE OF E-rIIcs AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY Canon 2 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary
Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERIRT-
ING app. 2, 108 (2008) (decreeing that interpreters must be neutral and avoid communica-
tion with the parties outside of the proceedings). An interpreter may not give advice
during the proceedings because this could be seen as practicing law. Id.
189. KIMBERi-Eu K. KOVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACIICE 51 (3rd ed.
2004) (requiring the mediator to channel the communication in a positive way). A media-
tor needs to use communication to resolve the conflict that faulty communication created.
Id.
190. See State v. Pacheco, 155 P.3d 745, 749-50 (N.M. 2007) (stating that an inter-
preter's presence during jury deliberations can create prejudice that can possibly be rebut-
ted). In this case, the interpreter was allowed to enter the jury deliberation room, raising a
question of the impartiality of the jury. Id. at 747. New Mexico allows for non-English
speaking jurors and allows interpreters to assist them during deliberations. Id. at 749. The
court followed its precedent, holding that an interpreter present during deliberations was
not sufficient to give rise to a presumption of prejudice. Id. at 750. The court did impose a
duty on district courts to give additional instructions to interpreters prior to entering the
jury's deliberations. Id. at 755; see also United States v. Dempsey, 830 F.2d 1084, 1091
(10th Cir. 1987); People v. DeArmas, 483 N.Y.S.2d 121, 123 (N.Y. App. Div. 1984).
191. See Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication:
The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Disie. RFsoi. 1, 45 (1997) (requiring the medi-
ator and interpreter to remain neutral in the mediation).
192. SUSAN BERG-SELIGSON, TiHE BILINGUAL COURTROOM: COURT INTERPRETERS
IN Ti-: JUDICIAL PROCESS 120 (1st ed. 1990) (highlighting the fact that one-word English
expressions normally need at least two Spanish words).
193. Id. at 122.
194. Id.
195. Id. at 142 (explaining that jurors should perceive the longer interpretation as
being favorable to the source of the testimony, but in fact the opposite is true). For a more
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Canon 2 of the NAJIT's also requires an interpreter not to comment on
the case.' 96 In the court setting, potential hearsay implications can be
raised when an interpreter discusses the case with other individuals
outside of the interpretation setting.'9 7 Also, interpreter's comments on
the word choice in an interpretation have been called into question in at
least one federal case.1 98
One particular mediation style, evaluative mediation, demonstrates the
danger of the combining the roles.' 99 Evaluative mediation allows the
mediator to "introduc[e] a third-party view over the merits of the case or
of particular issues between the parties." 200 Evaluative mediation is
much more of an adjudicative mode, similar to litigation.2 0 1 Interpreters
are important in adjudicative contexts because "a greater degree of accu-
racy and verisimilitude will be required from the interpreter because life,
liberty or property are directly at stake, as they are with criminal and civil
litigation." 2 0 2 That "third-party view" is most likely what the NAJIT's
drafters attempted to curtail, because it would affect the interpreter's
duty of impartiality.20 3
thorough analysis of the interaction between pragmatics and the lengthening of testimony,
see id. at 119-45.
196. CoDF OF E'IriCS AND Pizor'i RFsPONSIBIIATy Canon 2 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary
Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRiT-
ING app. 2, 10 (2008); see also Angela McCaffrey, Don't Get Lost in Translation: Teaching
Law Students to Work With Language Interpreters, 6 CLINICAL L. REV. 347, 370 (2000)
(explaining the Minnesota code for interpreters prohibits interpreters from giving individu-
als advice). Minnesota's Code of Professional Responsibility for Interpreters is based on
the National Center for State Courts' Model Code. Angela McCaffrey, Don't Get Lost in
Translation: Teaching Law Students to Work with Language Interpreters, 6 CINiCAL L.
REv. 370 (2000).
197. See Saavedra v. State, 297 S.W.3d 342, 343-44 (Tex. Crim. App. 2009).
198. See, e.g., United States v. Gonzalez, 319 F.3d 291, 296 (7th Cir. 2003) (holding
that the district court's refusal to inform the jury about an interpreter's comments on the
interpretation was not an abuse of discretion).
199. Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The
Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise'. RESOL. 1, 50-51 (1997).
200. Jordan Hellman, Note, Racing for the Arctic?: Better Bring a Flag, 10 CARDOzO
J. CONMLucr REsoL. 627, 641 (2009) (quoting KARL MACKIE ET AL., TIE ADR PRAMrICE
Guonm: COMMERCIAL DispuE RESOLUTION 11 (2d. ed. 2000)) (internal quotations
omitted).
201. See Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication:
The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Disie. RESOL. 1, 51 (1997) (stipulating that the
adjudicative mode of dispute resolution should follow more guidelines during their pro-
ceedings due to the possibility of appeal).
202. Id.
203. See Coi)i oi E-incs ANiD PROFESSIONAL Ries'PoNsIuIrITY Canon 2, reprinted in
MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETIN; app. 2, 108 (2008) (stating that interpret-
ers may not comment on cases and must remain impartial during proceedings).
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2. Confidentiality
a. Comparison of the Confidentiality Standards
A requirement of confidentiality is explicit for both court interpreters
and mediators,2 04 but for interpreters, the requirement is fairly broad in
scope.205 The federal provisions for interpreter confidentiality simply
state: "Interpreters shall protect the confidentiality of all privileged and
other confidential information." 20 6 The state provisions, often similar to
the NAJIT's Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility, require
"[p]rivileged or confidential information acquired in the course of inter-
preting or preparing a translation shall not be disclosed by the interpreter
or translator without authorization."20 7 The federal standards do not
mention an exception to the standard, while the states seem to afford an
exception to disclosure, but only with authorization. 2 08 The NAJIT is si-
lent as to who can give said authorization, leaving one to wonder if the
court, the speaker, or the defendant can give authorization to allow
disclosure.2 09
It seems that the only information that an interpreter must keep confi-
dential comes from interpreting communications between an attorney
204. E.g., Pamela A. Kentra, Hear No Evil, See No Evil, Speak No Evil: The Intolera-
ble Conflict for Attorney-Mediators Between the Duty to Maintain Mediation Confidentiality
and the Duty to Report Fellow Attorney Misconduct, 1997 B.Y.U. L. REv. 715, 722-27
(1997); ADMIN. OFFICE OF TIF U.S. CoURTs STANDARD FOR PERFORMANCE AND PROFES-
SIONAi RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTRACT COURT INTERPRETERS IN TiE FEDERAL COURTS
Standard 5, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/FederalCourts/Interpreter/Stan-
dards forPerformance.pdf; CODE OF ETHICS AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, Canon 3
(Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON,
COURTROOM INTERPRETING app. 2, at 107-09 (2008).
205. See discussion in Section III.A.2 of this Article for the confidentiality standards
of a mediator and Section III.B for those of an interpreter.
206. ADMIN. OFFICE OF THE U.S. COuRTS STANDARD FOR PERFORMANCE AND PRO-
FESSIONAi RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTRACT COURT INTERPRETERS IN -IFIE FEDERAL
COURTS Standard 5, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/FederalCourts/Inter-
preter/Standards forPerformance.pdf.
207. CODE OF ETHICS AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY Canon 3 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary
Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRET-
ING app. 2 at 108 (2008).
208. STANDARD FOR PERFORMANCE AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR CON-
TRACT COURT INTERPRETERS IN THE FEDERAL COURTS 2, available at http://
www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/FederalCourts/Interpreter/Standards-forPerformance.pdf;
CODE OF ETHICS AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY Canon 3 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary Interpret-
ers and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING app. 2,
at 108 (2008).
209. CODE OF ETiICS AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILrrY Canon 3 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judiciary
Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTFRPRFT-
ING app. 2, at 108 (2008).
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and his client. Communications made to interpreters between an attor-
ney and a client are often considered confidential under the attorney-
client privilege,2 10 or as an exception to the third-party disclosure rule,
which normally waives the privilege.2 1 1 For instance, Connecticut statu-
tory law forbids disclosure of confidential information by an interpreter,
unless the holder of the privilege waives the privilege.2 12 One exper-
ienced interpreter believes the duty of confidentiality for information
covered by privilege may be ambiguous or a "gray area" for interpret-
ers.2 1 3 He even goes so far as to ask whether an interpreter should know
what privilege and privileged information is, and how an interpreter
would find this out.2 1 4
The confidentiality standards for attorney-mediators are much more
defined, but vary largely throughout various jurisdictions.2 15 In civil
cases, Federal Rule of Evidence 408 excludes evidence of settlement ne-
gotiations, 216 but state law on compromise discussions generally con-
trols. 2 17 Additionally, the Texas ADR Act has statutorily created strict
confidentiality of communications in mediation proceedings.21 8 Section
154.053 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code requires all par-
ties to keep all matters confidential,2 1 9 and in the case of a bilingual medi-
ator serving in a dual capacity, overlaps the confidentiality requirement
for interpreters.22 0 Contrary to that of interpreters, confidentiality in
criminal cases is rooted in either the plea discussion exclusion of Federal
Rule of Evidence 410221 or statutory and judicially created privileges. 222
210. E.g., United States v. Salamanca, 244 F. Supp. 2d 1023, 1025 (D.S.D. 2003); Peo-
ple v. Alvarez, 926 P.2d 365, 415 (Cal. 1996).
211. Delta Fin. Corp. v. Morrison, 820 N.Y.S.2d 745, 748 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2006).
212. CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN.§ 52-1461 (West 2009).
213. Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifica-
tions, 34 U. DAYTON L. Rrv. 15, 26 (2008).
214. Id.
215. See SARAH R. CoLE ET AL., MEDIATION: LAW, PouIcy & PRACilCE § 9:3 (2nd
ed. 2010).
216. FFw. R. EVID. 408(a)(2).
217. See SARAH R. COLE ET AL., MEDIATION: LAw, PouIcy & PRACITCE § 9:3 (2nd
ed. 2010).
218. See L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 Sr. MARY'S L.J. 325,
393-405 (2006) (analyzing the confidentiality requirements for mediation in Texas law).
219. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CoDE § 154.053(c) (West 2005).
220. The requirements of confidentiality for the role of a mediator may be defeated
by other implications, but leaves questions regarding the confidentiality standard for inter-
preters. See Discussion in Section IV.A.2.a of this Article regarding the comparison of the
different confidentiality standards for each role and the hypothetical example in Section
IV.A.2.b.
221. FEo. R. Evto. 410.
222. See 1 SARAt R. COL ET AL., ME-DIATION: LAw, PoLICY & PRACrCE §§ 9:9,
9:10-9:17 (2d ed. 2010) (discussing evidentiary exclusions and privileges respectively).
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The Model Standards require that all information attained during the me-
diation must remain confidential, unless agreement or law permits disclo-
sure.2 2 3 A mediator is not to discuss a participant's demeanor during the
session with non-involved parties and is only authorized to report
whether a settlement was reached and if the parties attended the media-
tion session, and even then, only if required to do so. 2 24
There are generally two exceptions regarding mediator disclosure of
confidential information obtained during mediation: a duty to report
crime 2 2 5 and a duty to protect from harm.2 26 The New Jersey Advisory
Committee on Professional Ethics, appointed by the New Jersey Supreme
Court, stated in a 1982 opinion that "an attorney-mediator should [not]
be required by ethical considerations to disclose information which non-
attorney mediators may keep confidential." 2 27 They adopted a modern
approach in a 1994 opinion, acknowledging that when a lawyer "serves as
a third party neutral, he or she is acting as a lawyer and is not engaging in
a separate business."228
The ABA's MRPC generally require attorneys to maintain confidenti-
ality of information for former, current, and potential future clients.22 9
Rule 1.6(b)(1), (2), and (6) allow the lawyer to reveal confidential infor-
mation similar to a mediator. 2 3 0 However, Rule 2.4 provides different
standards for an attorney acting as a third-party neutral, and Comment 3
expressly acknowledges the potential conflicting standards between an at-
torney and a mediator. 231' The ABA does require that a lawyer report the
misconduct of another lawyer even when "completely removed from the
223. MonEt STANDARDS OF CONDUCr FOR MEDIATORS Standard V (Am. Arbitra-
tion Ass'n & Ass'n for Conflict Resolution 2005), available at http://www.abanet.org/dis-
pute/documents/model standards-conduct-april2007.pdf.
224. Id.
225. See 1 SARAH R. COLE ET AL., MEDIATION: LAW, POLICY & PRACIC. § 9:30 (2d
ed. 2010) (providing examples of jurisdictions that require mediators to make certain re-
ports despite the confidentiality requirement). The crimes included that trigger disclosure
include: child abuse, commission of a felony, gun injuries, and neglect. Id. at 9-78, 9-79.
California also requires mediators "to report settlements for wrongful discharge and possi-
bly for grand jury proceedings. Id. at 9-79.
226. 1 SARAH R. COLE ET AL., MEDIATION: LAW, POLICY & PRACTICE § 9:31 (2d ed.
2010).
227. N.J. Sup. Ct. Advisory Comm. on Prof'I Ethics, Formal Op. 494 (1982), 1982 WL
117852.
228. N.J. Sup. Ct. Advisory Comm. on Prof'1 Ethics, Formal Op. 676 (1994), 1994 WL
129923.
229. See MoDEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDucr R. 1.6, 1.9, 1.18 (2009) (discussing confi-
dentiality in the context of clients-prospective, current, and former).
230. Id. at R. 1.6(b)(1)-(2), (6).
231. See id. at R 2.4 cmt. [3] (examining the possible conflicts for lawyers as third-
party neutrals compared to non-lawyer third-party neutrals).
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practice of law," 2 3 2 which may include a strictly third-party neutral ADR
practice. The mediator's duty to report attorney misconduct is a contro-
versial issue.23 3 Interestingly enough, the ABA has not felt it necessary
to address "whether a lawyer should be held to a different standard of
behavior than other persons serving as mediator." 2 34
b. The Dual-Role in a Hypothetical Situation
Returning to the ultimate issue, a dual-role bilingual attorney-mediator
may potentially have confidentiality problems when overlapping the du-
ties of an interpreter and of a mediator. An interpreter seemingly is only
required to maintain confidential conversations protected between an at-
torney and a client under the attorney-client privilege,23 5 and they are not
considered third-party disclosures. 236 The attorney-mediator's duty of
confidentiality initially seems all-encompassing, but various exceptions
and laws provide for disclosure.2 37 When both of the roles are combined,
ethical issues will likely arise.
An analysis is provided demonstrating the complex maze of confidenti-
ality using the hypothetical situation posed above to demonstrate the
complexity of the confidentiality requirements between the roles, both
individually and combined. Using the Texas law on confidentiality in
ADR2 38 and interpretation 23 and the situation above, presume Mother's
232. ABA Comm. on Ethics and Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 04-433 (2004).
233. See Pamela A. Kentra, Hear No Evil, See No Evil, Speak No Evil: The Intolerable
Conflict for Attorney-Mediators Between the Duty to Maintain Mediation Confidentiality
and the Duty to Report Fellow Attorney Misconduct, 1997 B.Y.U. L. RE-v. 715, 747-53
(1997) (attempting to reconcile the mediator's duty of confidentiality with an attorney's
duty to report misconduct).
234. ABA Comm. on Ethics and Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 06-439 n.19 (2006).
235. See e.g., United States v. Salamanca, 244 F. Supp. 2d 1023, 1025 (D.S.D. 2003)
(stating that a relationship of confidentiality will be implied in law between an interpreter
and client); People v. Alvarez, 926 P.2d 365, 415 (Cal. 1996) (finding it improper under the
California Standards of Judicial Administration for an interpreter to reveal privileged in-
formation communicated to them).
236. Delta Fin. Corp. v. Morrison, 820 N.Y.S.2d 745, 748 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2006) (recog-
nizing interpreters as a "commonly-recognized exception" and thus do not waive attorney
client privilege as a third-party disclosure).
237. See Discussion in Section IV(a)(2)(a) of this Article: Confidentiality, Compari-
son of the Confidentiality Standards.
238. See L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 S-r. MArvy's L.J. 325,
393-09 (2006) (discussing the confidentiality of mediation in Texas).
239. 16 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 80.100 (2009) (Tex. Dep't of Licensing & Reg., Code of
Ethics and Professional Responsibility) (setting forth the rules and ethical guidelines for
interpreters who provide services to the judiciary). In the hypothetical posed above, the
mediation was a result of a court order under the Tjx. FAM. CODE ANN. § 153.0071 (West
2008).
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attorney and Mother made false statements to Father during the joint
mediation session. Here, the Texas ADR act provides that the proceed-
ings are confidential.24 0 In heroically fulfilling the role of interpreter, Bi-
lingual Mediator also made false statements to Father by accurately
interpreting everything said during the proceedings. 241 Bilingual Media-
tor eventually learned of the misconduct during a private caucus, and re-
alized that he too has been lying under the guise of a different language.
Because the information was obtained as a result of a private caucus, that
information is to be kept confidential by Bilingual Mediator from Fa-
ther.2 42 Also, Bilingual Mediator's duty as interpreter requires him to
keep the information acquired during private caucus confidential. 24 3 But
now, because Bilingual Mediator is also an attorney, under the MRPC, he
is obligated to report Mother's Attorney's misconduct.2"
However, Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code § 154.053 forbids
the disclosure of the confidential information, absent an agreement with
the disclosing party or all parties, and Bilingual Mediator cannot disclose
the demeanor and conduct of the parties and their counsel.245 Thus, Bi-
lingual Mediator must and would get approval from Father to disclose the
mediation proceedings, but it is likely the Mother and her attorney would
decline-the guilty parties who actually revealed the relevant information
during private caucus. In this case, an agreement allowing disclosure
from all the participating parties is virtually guaranteed to be impossible.
Even stricter, § 154.073 states a communication made during an ADR
procedure is confidential and cannot be disclosed or used as evidence
against the participant.24 6
240. TEX. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.053(b) (West 2005); L. Wayne Scott,
The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 ST. MARY'S L.J. 325, 393-94 (2006).
241. See CODE oF ETH-iICS AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY Canon 1 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judi-
ciary Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTER-
PRETING app. 2, at 107-08 (2008) (listing the rules of professional conduct applying to
interpreters).
242. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.053(b) (West 2005); L. Wayne Scott,
The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37 ST. MARY'S L.J. 325, 394 (2006).
243. See CODE OF ETIHCS AND PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY Canon 3 (Nat'l Ass'n of Judi-
ciary Interpreters and Translators), reprinted in MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTER-
PRETING app. 2, at 108 (2008) (stating the rules of confidentiality applicable to
interpreters).
244. MODEL RULES ON PROF'L CONDUcE R. 8.3(a) (2009).
245. TEX. CIv. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.053(b) (West 2005).
246. Id. § 154.073. There are very few exceptions allowed under the statute as to what
exactly can be disclosed. See, e.g., id. § 154.073(f). But see, e.g., Alford v. Bryant, 137
S.W.3d 916, 922 (Tex. App.-Dallas 2004, pet. denied) (avoiding the clash of §§ 154.053
and 154.073 by finding the privilege of confidentiality was waived); Avary v. Bank of Am.
72 S.W.3d 779, 794-95 (Tex. App.-Dallas 2002, pet. denied) (finding the provisions of
§ 154.073 do not trigger a duty of confidentiality when the subject matter does not relate to
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Some of the confidentiality issues in ADR have already been answered
by the controversial decision issued by the Texas Court of Appeals in
Dallas.2 47 A/ford v. Bryant2 was a legal malpractice case where the cli-
ent sued his attorney for failing to make disclosures in a case, and the
client's attorney attempted to have the mediator testify.249 The Court of
Appeals created a judicial exception to the strict confidentiality require-
ments of §§ 154.053 and 154.073 by holding the confidentiality privilege
was waived when used offensively.25 0
But what about the duty of confidentiality required in the role of the
interpreter? The Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility for
court interpreters in Texas states that interpreters cannot disclose confi-
dential information "unless authorized by the Court or by law." 25 1 Here,
the court, similar to Alford, may again have to apply the offensive use
doctrine to allow the interpreter to disclose the information 2 52 or create
some other judicial exception to this fact-specific, complex situation.
B. Inefficient
1. Unfamiliarity with the Complexity of Interpretation
"Few legal practitioners, either on the bench or in the bar, fully under-
stand the complexities of courtroom interpretation or realize the signifi-
cant skills necessary for interpreter competence.",2 5  Federal Rule of
Evidence 604 requires the interpreter to meet the qualifications of an ex-
pert in the field of interpretation, something a bilingual does not meet per
or arise out of the subject of dispute); L. Wayne Scott, The Law of Mediation in Texas, 37
Sr. MARY's L.J. 325, 394-95 (2006).
247. Alford v. Bryant, 137 S.W.3d 916 (Tex. App.-Dallas 2004, pet. denied).
248. Id.
249. Id. at 919.
250. Id. at 921-22.
251. 16 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 80.100(g) (2009) (Tex. Dep't of Licensing & Reg., Code
of Ethics and Professional Responsibility). Regarding the hypothetical, there may be some
argument as to whether the bilingual mediator is solely mediating under court order, or if
he is also interpreting as a service to the judiciary because of the court ordered mediation.
Cf Veloz v. State, No. 03-06-00499-CR, 2007 WL 2010802, at *9 & n.3 (Tex. App.-Austin
2007, no pet.) (mem. op.) (comparing and contrasting when an interpreter is acting under
the authority of the judiciary, and different rules of confidentiality apply, versus in a con-
sultant capacity, in this case with the district attorney's office where the rules of confidenti-
ality are more relaxed).
252. 16 TEX. ADMIN. ConE § 80.100(g) (2009) (Tex. Dep't of Licensing & Reg., Code
of Ethics and Professional Responsibility).
253. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. Ri-v. 33, 39-40
(2009).
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se.254 Not only is interpretation an art, but it is also a science. 25 5 An
interpreter must have near native proficiency in both languages,2 56 and a
bilingual may not.27 The interpreters must also master both cultures,
particularly because "language is a metaphor for cultural and personal
experience" and the "heart within the body of culture." 25 8 An inter-
preter's training allows him to conduct various methods of interpretation:
some suitable for certain situations, and others not so suitable.2 59
a. Language
As stated above, "an interpreter should [be a] true bilingual." 26 0 In
essence, a courtroom interpreter is not only converting from one lan-
guage to another, but in addition, nonstandard language, as well.2 6 ' Non-
standard language includes dialects, code switching (also known as
language switching), language contact, deceptive cognates, jargon, and
geographic variation.262 In the legal context, the interpreter must have
an advanced knowledge of legal concepts and terminology in both lan-
guages. 2 6 3 Legal language is practically its own dialect.2 6 4
There is a tremendous distinction between "normal" English and legal
English, also known as "legalese," of which a lay bilingual will have lim-
ited knowledge.2 65 "[L]egalese is an integral part of the American legal
254. See Flo. R. Evio. 604; ELENA M. DE JONGII, AN INTRO)ucrioN 10 COURT
INTI<RPRETING: Ti IORY & PRACICH 7 (1992).
255. Joshua Karton, Lost in Translation: International Criminal Tribunals and the Le-
gal Implications of Interpreted Testimony, 41 VANo. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 1, 26 (2008) (stating
that interpretation is "as much an art as it is a science").
256. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REV. 33, 40 (2009).
257. See ELE-NA M. DI JONGH, AN INrROIUC-ION TO COURT INTERPRETING: TIW
ORY & PRACflICI'I 64 (1992) (discussing the range of proficiencies covered by the bilingual
label compared to the requisite proficiency necessary for interpreters).
258. Id. at 59 (internal quotations omitted).
259. See fleana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication:
The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise. RESOL. 1, 15-18 (1997) (reviewing dif-
ferent techniques used for interpreting).
260. See ELENA M. D3E JONGII, AN INTROIUCION To COURT INTERPRE.TING: THE-
ORY & PRACflCcIs 64 (1992).
261. See id. at 67-86 (Chapter 5-Interpreting Nonstandard Language).
262. See id.
263. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REv. 33, 40 (2009).
264. ELENA M. DE JONGII, AN INTRODUCIlON TO COURT INTERPRETING: THEORY &
PRACTICE 115 (1992).
265. See SUSAN BERK-SELIGSON, THE BILINGUAL COURTROOM: COURT INTERPRET-
ERS IN TIE JUDICIAL PROCEss 18-19 (1st ed. 1990) (recognizing the distinction between a
bilingual individual and one with the added understanding of "legalese").
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system," and it exists both in written and spoken forms. 2 6 6 Legalese en-
compasses a variety of characteristics, far from common English, such as:
archaisms, complex vocabulary, terms of art, Latin terms, and uncommon
syntactic constructions.267
Some individuals argue that the use of legalese can be avoided by using
simpler language to facilitate the interpretation.26 8 In fact, one of the
benefits of mediation is that it is a more informal, friendly environment,
making it a practical solution to avoid the use of adversarial legalese.2 6 9
Many advocates for the use of mediation advise mediators to stay away
from using legalese.2 70 The truth of the matter is some concepts are best
explained with legal terms, regardless of the setting.271
For example, in a mediation session to settle a personal injury case the
term "tort" will likely be a main concept discussed at length during the
proceeding. If one of the parties is from Mexico and a native Spanish
speaker, translating the term will be especially difficult. 2 7 2 The term
"tort" has no direct translation into the Spanish language,2 7 3 and in fact
does not directly exist in Mexican law.274 In the hypothetical family law
266. Id. at 15, 18-20.
267. ELENA M. DE JONGH, AN INTRODUCION -1o COURT INTERPRETING: THEORY &
PRACICE 115 (1992).
268. See Angela McCaffrey, Don't Get Lost in Translation: Teaching Law Students to
Work with Language Interpreters, 6 CLINIcAL L. REv. 347, 355 (2000).
269. See Orna Rabinovich-Einy, Technology's Impact: The Quest for a New Paradigm
for Accountability in Mediation, 11 HARv. NEGOT. L. REv. 253, 265 (2006) (explaining the
inherent benefit of mediation due to its less adversarial nature); Joel Kurtzberg & Jamie
Henikoff, Freeing the Parties from the Law: Designing an Interest and Rights Focused
Model of Landlord/Tenant Mediation, 1997 J. Dise. REsoi. 53, 75 (1997) (reviewing bene-
fits of mediation not present in an adjudication).
270. See Geetha Ravindra, When Mediation Becomes the Unauthorized Practice of
Law, 15 ALTnERNATIVES TO HioiI CosT. Lrri. 94, 106 (1997).
271. Cff ELENA M. DE JONGii, AN INTRODUCIlON TO COURT INTERPRETING: THE-
onY & PRACIlCE 116 (1992) (pointing to an attorney using formal legal language to discuss
instructions for the deliberations, and how a more colloquial variety of English may be
used by that same attorney in a closing statement in order to better relate to jurors).
272. See Linda Karr O'Connor, Best Legal Reference Books of 1993, 86 LAw LiIR. J.
219, 231 (1994) (reviewing comparatively Spanish-English legal dictionaries).
273. Id.
274. See Jorge A. Vargas, Mexican Law and Personal Injury Cases: An Increasingly
Prominent Area for U.S. Legal Practitioners and Judges, 8 SAN DIEGO INT'L L.J. 475, 487
(2007) (noting there is not direct equivalent of the word "tort" in Mexican law). The word
"tort" translates to "agravio" in Spanish. Louis A. ROBB, DICI1ONARY oi- LEGAL TERizMs:
SPANISIi-ENGLISII & ENGUSH-SANissi 220 (2007). Agravio defined in a Mexican legal
dictionary, written in Spanish, is an "injury-damages--caused by a judgment, judicial or
administrative, by the unlawful application of a legal rule or by failure to apply the correct
rule that controls the case, susceptible to challenge on the basis of that rule." See RAFAEL
DE PINA & RAFAEL DE PINA VARA, DICCIONARIO on DERECIJO 67 (30th ed., 2007)
(translation by the author).
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case of Father and Mother, the mediator may have a tough time explain-
ing American family law legal concepts to a Father familiar only with the
family law of Mexico.2 75
b. Culture
Professional interpreters are also aware that different languages come
complete with different cultures. 2 7 6 "[Flactors such as dialect, educa-
tional level, register, specialized terms, style, and nonverbal cues" all in-
fluence the interpretation. 7 7 Mediators, as third-party neutral facilitative
negotiators, are trained to identify primarily only cultural differences be-
tween the parties that could lead to an impasse.2 7 8 Recently, there has
been a shift in focus to train negotiators and mediators to be more cultur-
ally aware in order to achieve better results in settling cases, 2 7 9 but inter-
preters must master the art of "biculturalism" to succeed in their
profession.28 0
c. Methods
The two most common methods used in legal interpretation are simul-
taneous and consecutive interpretation,2 81 and sometimes a hybridized
version of the two, known as semi-consecutive interpretation.2 82 Consec-
utive interpretation tends to be more accurate, and it allows the inter-
275. See Jorge A. Vargas, Family Law in Mexico: A Detailed Look into Marriage and
Divorce, 9 Sw. J.L. & TRADE AM. 5, 9 (2002) (analyzing Mexican family law legal issues of
divorce and marriage, which may apply to a bi-national marriage).
276. See ELENA M. DE JONGH, AN INTRooucnoN To COURT INTERPRETING: TiH-
on & PRACnCE 53-66 (1992) (discussing the inextricability of language from culture, thus
explaining the need to have an understanding of both when working with individuals from
different cultures and legal systems).
277. Id. at 53.
278. See Harold Abramson, Outward Bound to Other Cultures: Seven Guidelines for
U.S. Dispute Resolution Trainers, 9 Piure. DisP,. RESOi. L.J. 437, 454 (2009) (explaining one
training process used to educate cross-cultural negotiators).
279. See id. at 443-47 (restricting exploration of cultural differences between individu-
als to those that may cause a deadlock, instead of seeking a deeper cultural understanding
of both parties).
280. See ELENA M. DF JONGHI, AN INRODuCION -1-o COURT INTERPRETING: TiHE-
ORY & PRACricE 59 (1992) ("Biculturalism entails the ability to interpret experiences in
the manner appropriate to both cultures involved.").
281. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REv. 33, 38 (2009);
Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The Use of
Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise. REsoi. 13 (1997).
282. MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING 48-49 (2008).
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preter to listen to the entire message and digest it before interpreting.2 8 3
It also allows observers to see the speaker's tone, style, demeanor, and
nonverbal cues.2 8 However, consecutive interpretation does require the
message to be spoken twice, once in each language, thus substantially
prolonging the overall time for communication.2 8 5 While it is the pre-
ferred mode in interpreting witness testimony,286 depending on the cir-
cumstances, an interpreter may decide that the time versus accuracy
tradeoff is worthwhile and utilize simultaneous interpretation.2 87
Alternatively, simultaneous interpreting is faster, but removes the fo-
cus from the speaker, and is not as accurate as consecutive interpreta-
tion.2 8 8 Thus, it is typically reserved for a speaker requiring a longer
period of time to speak. 89 The hybrid semi-consecutive interpretation
allows the interpreter to interpret a speaker's segmented speech.2 9 0 The
speaker does not have to finish their entire speech in order for the inter-
preter to do her job.29 1 It does not affect the source language very much,
shortens the total interpretation time, and most importantly, reduces
omissions when compared to consecutive interpretation.29 2
Ideally, in a mediation where an interpreter is present, most mediators
would prefer consecutive or semi-consecutive interpretation for its accu-
racy in order to achieve a resolution between the parties.2 9 3 However, in
this day and age where time is money, simultaneous interpretation would
283. Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The
Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Diste. RESOL. 1, 15 (1997).
284. Id. at 16.
285. Id. at 15.
286. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. RFv. 33, 38 (2009).
287. Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The
Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Disie. RiSoiL. 1, 15 (1997).
288. See id. (highlighting the fact that by using simultaneous interpretation, the inter-
preter must necessarily talk over the speaker to interpret, which can distract from the
speaker).
289. See Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's
Unsettling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. Ri-v. 33, 39
(2009) (using jury instructions as an example of one time simultaneous interpretations is
often used due to the length of the instructions).
290. MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPREINc, 48-49 (2008).
291. Id. at 49.
292. See id. at 58-59 (2008) (measuring the increase in efficiency when an interpreter
employs consecutive interpretation as a technique).
293. See Alejandro V. Cortes, Note, The H-2A Farmworker: The Latest Incarnation of
the Judicially Handicapped and Why the Use of Mediation to Resolve Employment Disputes
Will Improve Their Rights, 21 Of 1o ST. J. ON Disie. R1soi. 409, 429 n.135 (2006) (high-
lighting the positives and draw backs of different interpretation techniques).
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likely get the job done faster. 294 Either would be suitable when a sepa-
rate qualified or certified interpreter is present.2 95
This returns the focus to the important issue of a dual-role bilingual
mediator. It is impracticable and unethical for a bilingual mediator to
engage in simultaneous interpretation and mediate at the same time.2 96
He or she would essentially be listening for both roles at the exact same
time: active listening in the role of the mediator29 and "active concen-
trated listening" in the role of an interpreter.2 9 8 Surely at least one role,
if not both, would severely be impacted by his lack of concentration or by
interpreter fatigue, discussed earlier in this Article.2 9 9
The dual-role mediator has only three alternatives left: consecutive,
semi-consecutive, or summary interpretation. As previously mentioned,
summary interpretation is not suitable for legal interpretation, 300 and
likely demonstrates a lack of familiarity and skill in interpreting. 301
"Summary interpretation involves paraphrasing and condensing the origi-
nal speaker's statements and does not provide a precise rendering of the
complete message," all requisite characteristics, standards, and tech-
niques of faithful and true interpretation.3 02
Regardless of the interpretation method elected by the dual-role bilin-
gual mediator, all of the remaining methods of interpretation require ac-
tive listening similar to simultaneous interpreting, leading to the same
294. Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The
Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. DisP. RESOL. 1, 15 (1997).
295. Id. at 18.
296. See id. at 23.
297. Cf Amy J. Cohen, Debating the Globalization of U.S. Mediation: Politics, Power,
and Practice in Nepal, 11 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 295, 327 (2006) (recognizing that active
listening is a difficult communication issue mediators face).
298. ELENA M. DE JONGH, AN INTROi)UCilON TO COURT IN-TERPRETING: THEORY &
PRACTICE 32-33 (1992). Active concentrated listening requires the interpreter to "concen-
trate, when listening to the source language message; comprehend the meaning of the
source language message in context by going beyond the literal meaning; and formulate
and express the message accurately and completely in the target language." Id. at 33 (em-
phasis omitted).
299. See Part III.B.3. of this Article.
300. Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The
Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise. RESOL. 1, 13 (1997).
301. See Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Quali-
fications, 34 U. DAYTON L. REV. 15, 26-27 (2008) (discussing the debate as to summary
interpretation existence as a mode of interpretation and its flaws); see also ARLENE M.
KELLY, NAT'L Ass'N OF JUDICIARY INTERPRETERS & TRANSLATORS, NAJIT PosITION PA-
PER: SUMMARY INTERPRETING IN LEGAL SET1I1NGS (2005), available at http://
www.najit.org/documents/Summarylnterpreting2006O9.pdf.
302. Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifica-
tions, 34 U. DAYTON L. REV. 15, 26-27 (2008).
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problems with listening and interpreter fatigue discussed throughout this
Article.303
2. Interpreter Fatigue
Perhaps the biggest drawback to employing a dual-role mediator is the
fact that interpreter fatigue will severely diminish not only the effective-
ness of interpretation, but more importantly, that of the mediation ses-
sion.304 If the bilingual mediator chooses to interpret the mediation
session, his concentration will be divided between two very demanding
cognitive functions: interpreting and mediating. 305 Research has shown
that interpreters employ twenty-two different cognitive skills while
interpreting.3 06
Interpreter fatigue occurs in the courtroom due to a variety of factors,
mainly the long work periods without a break.3 0 7 According to an empir-
ical study, as the interpretation period approaches thirty minutes, the
amount of errors in the interpretation increases substantially, and even
more so approaching sixty minutes.0 s Conference interpreters, such as
those at the United Nations, are not allowed to engage in simultaneous
interpretation for more than thirty minutes.3 09 Unfortunately, court in-
303. See ELENA M. DE1 JONGH, AN INTROIUcION TO COURT INTERPRETING: TH-i
ORY & PRACTICE 32-33 (1992) (comparing and contrasting listening versus hearing and
their importance to an interpreter); cf Amy J. Cohen, Debating the Globalization of U.S.
Mediation: Politics, Power, and Practice in Nepal, 11 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 295, 327
(2006) (highlighting "difficult communication issues" including active listening).
304. See Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication:
The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Disie. RESOL. 1, 15-16 (1997) (explaining the
propriety of simultaneous versus consecutive modes of interpretation in mediation and
concluding that having an interpreter present in mediation should be required).
305. See id. at 23 (listing reasons a bilingual mediator "should not serve as [an] inter-
preter"); cf Bill Piatt, Attorney as Interpreter: A Return to Babble, 20 N.M. L. REV. 1, 8-16
(1990) (discussing the problematic issues behind an bilingual attorney serving a dual-role,
both as counsel and interpreter).
306. Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unset-
tling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REV. 33, 48-49
(2009).
307. MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING 8 (2009).
308. Id. at 8-9; see Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South
Dakota's Unsettling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REV.
33, 49 (2009) (suggesting the threshold for a dramatic increase in interpreter errors is only
twenty minutes, compared to other findings indicating thirty minutes as the relevant time).
For a complete empirical analysis on the effects of interpreter fatigue on courtroom inter-
preters, see generally MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING (2008).
309. Joshua Karton, Lost in Translation: International Criminal Tribunals and the Le-
gal Implications of Interpreted Testimony, 41 VAND. J. TRANsNAr'i. L. 1, 30 (2008); Cassan-
dra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's Unsettling Indifference
to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REV. 33, 49 (2009).
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terpreters do not always work in teams,31 o as conference interpreters tend
to do." This essentially denies them the ability to relax and recover
their cognitive abilities in order to interpret efficiently and correctly.3 12
To put interpreter fatigue into perspective, there is a practical training
exercise done by interpreters that replicates simultaneous interpretation,
and it does not necessarily require the knowledge of two languages. 313
"Shadowing" is a listening technique where the individual listens to a
source message in one language, and with a brief pause,31 repeats the
same source message they heard and in the same language. 1 s This exer-
cise can easily be done while watching a television show, listening to an
orator, or even mimicking casual conversation.3 1  Mental fatigue most
likely will quickly set in within a few minutes for an individual unfamiliar
to the exercise." When shadowing can be completed for longer periods
of time with no difficulties, it is typically at this point in time when bilin-
gual individuals can begin converting the message from the source lan-
310. See State v. Pacheco, 155 P.3d 745, 759 (N.M. 2007) (setting out standards all
courts should adhere to in providing court interpreters to non-English speaking jurors and
recommending that interpreters work in teams).
311. EuENA M. DE JONGH, AN INrRooucrnON To COURT INTERPREIING: TiIEORY &
PRAcriCE 52 (1992). United Nations interpreters, often perceived to be the best of the
best in interpretation, work in teams. They develop a relationship with each other, and are
able to determine and adapt to each other's style, allowing them the ability to back each
other up with reference materials and breaks. See id.
312. MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING 8 (2008); Diana K. Cochrane,
Note, ZComo Se Dice, <Necesito A Un Intgrprete>?: The Civil Litigant's Right to a Court-
Appointed Interpreter in Texas, 12 SCHOLAR 47, 74-75 (2009).
313. ELENA M. DE JONGHI, AN INTRODUION -T-o CouRT INTE-RPRETING: THEFoRtY &
PRACTICE 48 (1992).
314. Cf, e.g., Joshua Karton, Lost in Translation: International Criminal Tribunals and
the Legal Implications of Interpreted Testimony, 41 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 1, 31 (2008)
(stating that the lag between the source of the dialogue and the interpreter translating the
statements is called the dicalage, French for "time gap," that even the most experienced
interpreters experience in listening to the message and interpreting it between the two
languages).
315. ELENA M. DE1 JONGH, AN INTRODUCrION -1-o COURT INTrE-RPRETING: THEORY &
PRAcric 48 (1992).
316. See id. (recommending various monologues especially useful for practicing
shadowing).
317. See id. By requiring practice, it is implied shadowing is not an easy skill to learn,
despite the fact shadowing is performed using the same language. It is reasonable to as-
sume that if professional interpreters experience mental fatigue after twenty to thirty min-
utes of interpreting, which is not as demanding as shadowing, that an inexperienced
individual attempting shadowing for the first few times will experience fatigue and diffi-
culty within a short period of time.
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guage to the second language. 318 This is how bilingual individuals learn
how to simultaneously interpret.'
V. CONCLUSION
The face of the law has changed in the past thirty years.3 2 0 Alternative
Dispute Resolution, which was previously the wave of the future, is now
here to stay.32 1 Individuals involved in the law have adapted to the
changes and created specialized fields and practices focused on ADR.3 2 2
Mediation is the mainstay of ADR, and is now mandatory either by stat-
ute, court rule, or judge in a vast majority of cases.32 3 In order to have a
successful mediation in one language, 3 24 all that is needed is a third-party
neutral that can facilitate communication between the parties to achieve a
voluntary mutually agreeable settlement.3 25 She must go through a short
training course 3 26 and adhere to certain ethical rules set out by the corre-
sponding jurisdiction to become a mediator.32 7
318. Id.
319. Id.
320. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CoDE ANN. § 154.002 (West 2005) (noting the stat-
utory recognition of the Texas policy preferring alternate resolution procedures); Deborah
R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Resolution Movement Is
Re-shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN. Sr. L. REv. 165, 170 (2003) (tracing the history of
mediation as one beginning modestly, but now is an established and complicated area of
the law).
321. See Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute
Resolution Movement Is Re-shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN. STr. L. REv. 165, 165-67
(2003) (noting the rise in the implementation and popularity of dispute resolution in the
last several decades and policies that have made it a permanent judicial remedy).
322. See id. at 165-66 (referring to growing interest in the legal community for alter-
natives such as negotiation and mediation).
323. See 1 SARAH R. COLE 1T AL., MEDIATION: LAw, PoIcy & PRAC-rICI § 7:1 & n.1
(2d ed. 2010) (reviewing the various places and ways mediation might be required by a
party).
324. But see Daniel Q. Posin, Mediating International Business Disputes, 9 FORDIAM
J. CORP. & FIN. L. 449, 471 (2004) (making the case that mediation between parties that
speak the same language does not necessarily preclude the possibility of breakdowns in the
process).
325. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CoDE ANN.§ 154.023(a) (West 2005) (defining
mediation).
326. Id. § 154.052(a).
327. See Suzanne McCorkle, The Murky World of Mediation Ethics: Neutrality, Im-
partiality, and Conflict of Interest in State Codes of Conduct, 23 CONIucr RIEsOL. Q. 165,
165-71 (2005) (discussing fundamental issues of ethics in the context of the codes of con-
duct used throughout the several states).
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The United States is not monolingual; in fact, its citizens truly are and
have long been a melting pot of different cultures and languages.3 28 At-
torneys and ADR practitioners are no exception. They speak other lan-
guages as well, and market that skill to potential clients in an effort to
maximize their earning potential.32 9
Unfortunately, many bilingual attorney-mediators have taken it upon
themselves to complete two distinct professions done by two distinct per-
sons, and combined them into one person with dual roles. They do not
realize that being bilingual does not mean a person is qualified to change
a spoken message from the non-English language to English and vice-
versa.3 30 Ideally, this is where an interpreter comes in, a master of vari-
ous languages and cultures, an expert in the art and science of interpreta-
tion.3 31 The federal and state legal systems have provided a statutory
right to an interpreter during judicial proceedings,3 3 2 but the same is not
always true for ADR.3 33
328. See Tamar Brandes, Rethinking Equality: National Identity and Language Rights
in the United States, 15 TEX. Hisp. J. L. & Poi.'Y 7, 9 (2009) (noting that "language-related
controversies" were generally de minimis prior to the 1980s).
329. See Joseph P. McMahon, Moving Mediation Back Towards Its Historic Roots-
Suggested Changes, 37-JUN. COLo. LAW. 23, 24-26 (2008) (describing the evolution of me-
diation into a marketed commodity where mediators offering additional services and ex-
pect additional compensation).
330. See ELENA M. DE JONGH, AN INTRODUCION TO COURT INTERPRETING: THE-
ORY & PRACTICE 63-66 (1992); Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?:
South Dakota's Unsettling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L.
REV. 33, 40 (2009) (explaining certified federal court interpreters must exhibit college level
proficiency in both English and Spanish languages on their written certification exams).
331. See, e.g., ELENA M. DF JONGi, AN INTRODUCION TO COURT INTERPRE-TING:
THEORY & PRACTICE 53-54 (1992) (reviewing only some of the many complexities in-
volved in interpreting as cross-cultural interaction, and thereby interactions among individ-
uals speaking different languages increases due to technology and other modern
advancements); Cassandra L. McKeown & Michael G. Miller, Say What?: South Dakota's
Unsettling Indifference to Linguistic Minorities in the Courtroom, 54 S.D. L. REV. 33, 40
(2009) (describing some of the characteristics any interpreter should have, including the
most important-to be able to convey the intent of the words of the speaker, rather than
mechanically translating their words regardless of intent).
332. See 28 U.S.C. § 1827(a) (2006) (mandating the Director of the Administrative
Office of the United States Court "establish a program to facilitate the use of certified and
otherwise qualified interpreters in judicial proceedings instituted by the United States");
see also id. § 1827(j) (defining "judicial proceedings" as used in § 1827(a) to include both
civil parties and criminal defendants).
333. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. §§ 1827(d),(g) (2006); ARIz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-242
(2003); ARK. CODE ANN. § 16-64-111 (2005); CAL. Evin. CODE § 754 (Deering 2009);
ORE. REV. STAT. § 45.275(a) (2009); TEX. Gov'-r CODE ANN. § 57.002(a) (West 2005).
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Elena M. de Jongh, a certified court interpreter and professor of inter-
pretation, eloquently summarizes the complexities of interpretation as
such:
Interpretation requires a deep familiarity with the languages in-
volved (bilingualism) and their respective cultures (biculturalism).
In court interpreting, biculturalism plays a significant role in preserv-
ing the rights of non-English speakers who come into contact with
our judicial system, because to interpret speech is to transpose it with
its entire semantic, emotional and aesthetic baggage into a language
using different modes of expression. To interpret, one must initially
comprehend the message perfectly. Such comprehension enables the
interpreter to detach the message from its verbal support and subse-
quently reconstitute it with all its nuances in another language. In-
terpretation, then, is "a constant exchange and interchange of
mentalities, of one cultural universe with another."3 3 4
This is something most bilinguals alone are not able to provide. 3 35 An
interpreter is a bilingual, but a bilingual is not an interpreter. 3 Many
individuals, including judges and lawyers, are still under the belief that a
bilingual individual would be a competent interpreter.3 3 ' Ad-hoc inter-
preters are simply unacceptable.33 8 This includes friends, family, chil-
dren,3 3 9 co-defendants, court employees, or any other person who may
happen to know the foreign language and English.3 40 Ultimately, this
334. ELENA M. DE JONGIH, AN INTRODUCTION TO COURT INTE RPRETING: TiiEORY &
PRACTICE 59-60 (1992).
335. See id. at 64 (stating that while bilingual individuals are abundant, bilingual indi-
viduals who meet the minimum skill levels required to be an interpreter are rare).
336. See id. at 63-64 (reiterating that while being bilingual is necessary to being an
interpreter, standing alone, bilingualism is insufficient to qualify the individual as an
interpreter).
337. Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The
Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise. REsoi. 1, 13 (1997).
338. See id. at 19-23 (discussing who should be retained as interpreters, and eliminat-
ing ad-hoc interpreters); see also People v. Gonzales, 554 N.E.2d 1269, 1270-71 (N.Y. 1990)
(holding that an inculpatory statement made to a local Spanish teacher, an ad-hoc inter-
preter acting as an agent of the court, did not violate the defendant's right to counsel); R &
D Sod Farms, Inc. v. Vestal, 432 So.2d 622 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1983) (holding the plaintiff's
brother, who acted as an ad-hoc interpreter, was not qualified or sworn as an interpreter as
required by statute therefore disqualifying his testimony).
339. See Muneer 1. Ahmad, Interpreting Communities: Lawyering Across Language
Difference, 54 UCLA L. REV. 999, 1028-29 (2007) (making the case that individuals who
do not speak English living in the United States often rely, to their detriment, on their
bilingual children to interpret for them).
340. See Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication:
The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise. REsoL. 1, 19-22 (1997) (laying out the
problem of using ad-hoc interpreters); see also SUSAN BERK-SELIGSON, THE BILINGUAL
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unacceptability expressly includes bilingual mediators engaging in the
dual-roles of mediating and interpreting.3 41
Mediation sessions with non-English speaking parties must have a cer-
tified court interpreter just like any other legal proceeding.34 2 The inter-
preter offers superior language skills,343 as well as impartiality and
confidentiality, the product of professional ethical codes and standards of
professional conduct. 3 44 At first glance these ethical standards seem simi-
lar to the ones a mediator must adhere to, although upon further analysis,
are very different.3 45
The solution to the problem is simple: two roles, two people; one medi-
ator, and one court interpreter.3 46 A model statutory guideline that can
be followed by any jurisdiction to clarify and prohibit the dual-role bilin-
gual mediator can be found in Rule 3.857(d) of the California Rules of
Court, which sets out the quality of the mediation regarding representa-
COURTROOM: COURT INTERPRET RS IN THf JUDICIAL PROCESs 26 (1st ed. 1990) (explain-
ing that "linguistically homogenous areas" often lack individuals competent to interpret).
341. Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The
Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise. RESOL. 1, 23 (1997).
342. See id. at 51.
343. Bruno G. Romero, Here Are Your Right Hands: Exploring Interpreter Qualifica-
tions, 34 U. DAYTON L. REv. 15, 28-29 (2008) (detailing the Administrative Office of U.S.
Courts' oral and written examination process; successful participants receive a federal
court interpreter certification). "Certification programs affirm that interpreters who pass
the exams possess the minimum acceptable level of skill to function effectively as a court
interpreter." Id.
344. 16 TEX. AiMIN. Cooin § 80.100 (2009) (Tex. Dep't of Licensing & Reg., Code of
Ethics and Professional Responsibility) (outlining the licensed court interpreters' code of
ethics and professional responsibility).
Many persons who come before the courts are non- or limited-English speakers. The
function of court interpreters and translators is to remove the language barrier to the
extent possible, so that such persons' access to justice is the same as that of similarly
situated English speakers whom no such barrier exists. The degree of trust that is
placed in court interpreters and the magnitude of their responsibility necessitate high,
uniform ethical standards that will both guide and protect court interpreters in the
course of their duties as well as uphold the standards of the profession as a whole.
Interpreters are highly skilled professionals who fulfill an essential role in the adminis-
tration of justice.
Id. § 80.100(a).
345. Compare 16 TEx. ADMIN. CODE § 80.100 (2009) (Tex. Dep't of Licensing & Reg.,
Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility) (providing Licensed Court Interpreters'
code of ethics), with CAL. RutEs oi Couwr, rule 3.850(a) (West 2009) (outlining the stan-
dards of conduct for Mediators).
346. See Lela P. Love & Joseph B. Stulberg, Partnerships and Facilitation: Mediators
Develop New Skills for Complex Cases, Disp. Ri'soL. MAG., Spring 2003, at 14, 14-15 (sug-
gesting a partnership approach to complex mediation cases by employing a skilled inter-
preter, co-mediators, and additional resource experts).
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tion and other professional services.34 7 The rule states: "A mediator must
inform all participants, . . . that during the mediation he or she will not
represent any participant as a lawyer or perform professional services in
any capacity other than as an impartial mediator."348 Interpretation is a
professional service and a dual-role bilingual mediator should, therefore,
be prohibited by statute from doing both roles.34 9
It is a well-documented fact that there is a shortage of certified inter-
preters, 3 5 0 but this is no excuse when the stakes of court-ordered media-
tion are similar to high-risk civil proceedings. Other alternatives may
exist that can be attempted and studied.35 ' The use of co-mediators has
been proposed with different variations.35 2 This, in turn, would allow the
mediators to work in teams, much like conference interpreters, reducing
fatigue and allowing them to recover cognitively. They can take turns
facilitating and interpreting, or can at least lighten the workload between
one another.
When a bilingual attorney-mediator attempts to accomplish dual-roles,
he jeopardizes every aspect of the proceeding.353 As a bilingual attempt-
ing to be an interpreter, he is completely unfamiliar with the complexity
of the languages and their cultures, as well as the inner workings, meth-
ods, and techniques of interpretation. 3 54 He also does not understand the
347. CAi. Ruis or COURT, rule 3.857(d) (Deering 2007).
348. Id. (emphasis added).
349. See CAL. RULES oF CouRr, rule 3.857(d) (Deering 2007).
350. MARIANNE MASON, COURTROOM INTERPRETING 6-7 (2008) (documenting the
low number of candidates who pass the Federal Court Interpreters Examination).
351. See Robert F. Blomquist, Some (Mostly) Theoretical and (Very Brief) Pragmatic
Observations on Environmental Alternative Dispute Resolution in America, 34 VAL. U. L.
Rrv. 343, 359-60 (2000) (advocating for the use of Environmental ADR and a study of
interpreter techniques).
352. See e.g., Alexandra Alvarado Bowen, The Power of Mediation to Resolve Interna-
tional Commercial Disputes and Repair Business Relations, 60-JUL Disie. Riesor. J. 59, 61
(2005) (proposing one mediator fluent in English, the other in Spanish); Josefina M.
Rend6n, Under the Justice Radar?: Prejudice in Mediation and Settlement Negotiations, 30
T. MARSHALL L. Rpv. 347, 370 (2005) (recommending co-mediators in mediations involv-
ing parties from different races or nationalities); Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger
as the Medium of Communication: The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise.
RE3SOL. 1, 23 (arguing against bilingual mediators acting as interpreters in their own media-
tion sessions and advocating for co-mediation with an additional bilingual mediator fulfil-
ling the role of interpreter).
353. See Ileana Dominguez-Urban, The Messenger as the Medium of Communication:
The Use of Interpreters in Mediation, 1997 J. Dise,. RESoL. 1, 23 (detailing ways in which
mediation can be jeopardized by a mediator acting as an interpreter, most importantly, the
loss of perceived neutrality).
354. See Daniel Q. Posin, Mediating International Business Disputes, 9 FORDIJAM J.
CoiRp. & FIN. L. 449, 471 (2004) (emphasizing the essential need to hire an excellent inter-
preter in order to avoid catastrophic misunderstandings during the mediation process).
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full effects of interpreter fatigue.3 55 The added cognitive requirement of
interpreting, along with the interpreter fatigue, would in turn affect the
quality of his mediation skills.35" The opposite is also true. If he focuses
solely on achieving a mutually agreeable settlement, the parties will never
be able to successfully communicate, therefore preventing that very set-
tlement from ever taking place.
The analysis of the hypothetical problem illustrated the impossible con-
fidentiality requirements of a dual-role, a result of a complex overlapping
of the following individual roles: attorney, mediator, and interpreter.
Each individual role has its own rules and standards for confidentiality,
some which encompass each other, others that stand in isolation when the
rest have fallen. The neutrality issues related to the dual-role are not as
complex, but still raise questions regarding impartiality. In interpreting, a
bilingual inexperienced in interpretation is likely to be perceived as bi-
ased due to inappropriate communication with the parties on a personal
level. Alternatively, the inexperienced bilingual interpreter's commen-
tary on the case can be misconstrued as favoritism towards one of the
parties. Two individual professionals, fulfilling two individual roles, must
be used in order to guarantee a fair, efficient, and successful mediation
for the parties.
355. See Diana K. Cochrane, Note, iComo Se Dice, <Necesito a un Intirprete>? The
Civil Litigant's Right to a Court-Appointed Interpreter in Texas, 12 SciHJOLAR 47, 74-75
(2009) (describing the effects of interpreter fatigue on the accuracy of interpretation and
thus the quality of justice).
356. See id. (describing the effects of interpreter fatigue); Ileana Dominguez-Urban,
The Messenger as the Medium of Communication: The Use of Interpreters in Mediation,
1997 J. Disp. Riisoi. 1, 23 (noting that a mediator acting as an interpreter creates a split of
concentration and negatively impacts the dispute resolution process).
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